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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN.
VOLUME
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NOTHING HEARD

THREE MURDERS

COMETd LIGHT

'

NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 7, 11)05.

YOUNG JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER

FROMSCHIFFER

OF INSURANCE

No Reason for His

Housekeeper

Disapearance.

KILLED,

ARE

Found

AND

SHE

IS CONFEDERACY

Thomas
OF HIS PHYSICAL CONTHE RICHEST YOUNG
THE WORLD IS FORCED
UP HIS SPIRITUAL AND
BUSINESS PURSUITS IN ORDER
TO REGAIN HEALTH.

BECAUSE
DITION,,
MAN IN
TO GIVE

DAUGHTERS

ROBERY

PROBABLY

NOT

CAUSE JOHNNY

Middletown, N. Y., Oct. 7. A triple
murder was revealed here today, when
the bodies of Willis and Fred Olney
were found in the woods half a mile
Irom their home, at which last night
was found murdered the body of Alice
Ingerick. Both brothers had been shot.
' Mrs. George Ingerick, mother of the
murdered girl, who was found unconscious in a barn of the Olney brothers,
has not regained consciousness, and
her death is hourly expected.
Marks In the underbrush where the
Olneys were found, Indicated that they
wagon.
had been dragged from a
Their pockets had been turned inside
oat.
Reason for Murder

Suggested.

It is believed that the bodies of the
Olney brothers were carried to the
woods in a wagon which was seen in
the vicinity of their farm yesterday,

CROWE

GETS

DECISION

New York, Oct. 7. No information
has been lecelved of the whereabouts
of Abraham Schiffer, the missing
banker of Alamosa, Colorado, Counsel for the firm said "Abraham came
east to obtain funds with which to
maintain the bank. The firm was
ready to assist and made arrangements accordingly. Abraham left to
perfect arrangements at Alamosa but
has not arrived there."

OFFICERS ELECTED BY
WOMEN OF CONFEDERACY
San Francisco, Oct. 6. The United
Daughters of the Confederacy elected
the following officers:
President Mrs. Lizzie George, Henderson, Miss.; first vice president,
Mrs. Alfred H. Voorhies, San Francisco; second vice president, Mrs. V. A.
S. Vaught, Louisiana; recording secretary, Mrs. P. Hickman, Tennessee;
corresponding secretary, Mrs. A. V.
Battey, Mississippi;
custodian
of
crosses, Mrs. H. G. Gabbelt, Georgia;
custodian of flags, Mrs. A. Cautrill,
Kentucky; treasurer; Mrs. James T.
Lee, Virginia.

and in which were two strangers.
The police believe that there were
other motives than robbery which
prompted the ciime. Lulu Ingerick
was in Middletown when the murders
occurred and the tragedy was discovered on her return just after dusk.
Mrs. Ingerick was separated from her
husband and was working as a house- MRS. STORY IS HONORED
keeper on the Olney brothers' faim.
AMONG HER OWN PEOPLE.
Bangor, Me., Oct. 7. For the first
FATAL WRECK OF FAST
time since she left her native state,
TRAIN IN RUSSIA. Maine, fifteen years ago, to go to Paris,
Rostoff-Ori-DoRussia, Oct. 7.
to study singing, Mrs. Emma Eames
Twenty-sevepersons were killed and Story, the great American prima
thirty-fivinjured today by the wreck- donna, will be heard in this state at
ing of
fast mail train, which left a lestival which is to be given in her
the rails while running at a high rate honor here tonight. The great singer,
accompanied by her husband and her
of speed.
pet dog, Fifl, arrived here two days
ago, and was enthusiastically received
Rock Drilling Contest Assured.
a reEl Paso, Texas, Oct. 7. The rock by socrety. Governor Cobb gave
at the city hall
drilling contest for the American Min- ception in her honor social
functions
other
ing congress when it meets in this and several
arranged by prominent society
city, November 15, is assured. Cash were
will
people.
sing twice
Mme. Eames
prizes of $1,000. have been raised and In
this state, and will. then start on a
already Eld Chamberlain, of the team concert
tour,
which will take her as
of Chamberlain & Make, world chamas San Francisco. After January
pions, is entered. Page Brothers, of far
1 she will be heard at nine performBisbee, Arizona, are also entered for ances
at the Metropolitan opera house
contest.
the
in New York. '
n

e

t

'

'

t moderate means, are asking

--

them- -

the question why the city
council saw fit to extend the fire
limit as to buildings, when there

V uelTea

f

y

was absolutely no necessity for
V such extension.
And again, it seems strange
that councllmen would make suchextensions without first consulting some of their constituents.
As the ordinance on the sub- ject now reads, it will prevent
those of moderate means, within
the fire limits, from erecting anyframe houses and the like, and entail on them, should they desire
to improve their property, very
heavy and additional expense.
The new ordinance, which was
published the other day in The
Citizen. Is very unpopular with
the masses, as a representative
of this paper discovered this
morning, and should be amended
or repealed, altogether.

iilimilJHHHf

PRESIDENT

IE

ASKS GOVERNOR

TO PERMIT MOB
Punish Negroes Who Assault
Women Attorney Hughes
Nominated
BY

REPUBLICANS

FOR

MAYOR

Houston, Texas, Oct. 7. A petition
from a number of citizens, headed by
O. W. Knight, of San Marcos, has been
presented to Governor Lanham, asking the state to permit mob punishment of negroes who assault women.
The governor In his response said it
was impossible for him to countenance such a policy, in view of his oath
of office and of state legislation, which
he Is bound to protect.
INSURANCE PROBER IS
NAMED FOR NEXT MAYOR
Now York. Oct. 7. The committee
sent to confer with Chas. E. Hughes,

examining counsel for the legislative
investigating
Insurance
committee,
who was nominated for mayor by the
republican city convention last night,
would not discuss the result of the
conference when they left Hughes'
house this morning.
Hughes said: "I have given no encouragement to the committee and I
am strongly convinced I ought not to
accept the nomination."

NOMINATE STATE TICKET

Rhode Island Prohibitionists
Providence, R. I., Oct. 7. The state
convent ion of the prohibitionist party
of the state of Rhode Isand met here
today, for the
of adopting a
platform and nominating candidates
for the state ticket. After the customary committees had been appointed
and some routine business transacted,
a recess was taken until this afternoon to give the conmiilees time to
work out the platform and suggestions
for adoption by the convention. It is
expected that a full state ticket will
be nominated.

Dark Horse Did Come.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 7. The only
drawback to the unanimity In voting
at tho democratic state convention today was the possible entrance as
candidate
for governor of Former
.Mayor John H. H. McNamee, of Cambridge. The state committee had arranged the slate, headed by General
as
Charles W. Bartlett. of Huston,
candidate for governor.
Gen. Charles W. Uartlett was nominated for governor by the democratic
convention by acclamation.

pur-K.--

for Inspectors of
the Election.

MONEY

GAYNOR AND GREEN RETURN

McCALL

TQ

RESIGN

TREATMENT

CIVtN

IN

CANADA

Boston, Mass., Oct. 7. Thomas W.
Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 7. The Gould-Rams- ey
Lawson has started a movement to
contest for control of the Waform a committee, including governors
of states and other prominent persons, bash railroad at the annual meeting
whose object .shall be to secure restitu- here next Tuesday, broke out today Im
tion of funds alleged to have been an application made to the common
wrongfully used by the large ln)rtir- pleas court by Joseph Ramsey
for the
companies, and to punishment
of those guilty of criminal action in I appointment of inspectors of election.''
l lie court will appoint such inspectors
connection therewith.
If Ramsey can prove that 'he rearer
MISSOURI WILL TAKE
SOME DRASTIC ACTION. sents 10 per cent of the stockholders.
Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 7. State
Superintendent of Insurance Vandiver CAPT. CARTER'S FRIENDS
today sent a communication to PresiCOMING FROM CANADA."
dent McCall of the New York L'ife InMontreal, Oct. 7. Claynor and Qrees
surance company, demanding that left for the United States this morn$148,702, the campaign fund contri- ing,
accompanied by secret senrice
bution, be replaced in the treasury of men.
the company under penalty of the
When asked If they had anything to
revocation of the company's license say. Colonel Gaynor replied that they
to transact business in Missouri.
were glad to get back at last, but that
Vandiver Informed McCall also mat they would have nothing but the kindthe
department of insurance est remembrances of their treatment
PORTRAIT AND STREET SNAFSII6T OF JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR, will Missouri
Insist on a new president, vice In Canada. Gaynor's daughter-in-la1n his cheeks, advised the trio to Eu-- I
One of young Rockefeller's (treat president and finance committee for was on board the train when the pris'
rope.
est sources of ploasme was his Bible tn? company as soon as the directors oners arrived, and his son arrived at
'
tho station just before the train left.
Hut slightly benefited by the Journey class, tho leadership of which he hascan effect a reorganization,
he returned to the United States, and now relinquished.
Until his health
has spent a large portion of his time failed he had missed scarcely a dozen
since then among the mountains. The meetings since it wag organized. He
air has helped him some, but he Rtlll seemed proud of this work, but never
has a distressing cough and apparently spoke of it in any manner to give it
publicity,
his lungs are affected
ON
The richest young man In the world
"I would prefer not to discuss the
has nevertheless been an Indefatiga class work," he once said. "We are
,
..
.1
I.
Dlu.n,,.
BKn.
ble worker, and has usually consid
eied his physical welfare after the Just what we are doing. But It is a'
spiritual and businoss duties were per- - family tradition that we permit our Counsel For Hubbell
Motion Ashing
formed. Not long ago, In speaking of actions to do the talking."
what he considered the four best
It is now believed that young Roeke-thlng- s
Court Observe Provisions of Writ
In life, he
placed character feller will abandon his usual pursuits
first, friendship second, health third on Wall street, and, is taking steps to
and success last. He was early taught relieve himself of the greatest portion
Release Defendant from
that the true secret of happiness was of his business career in order that
labor and he has followed this lnstruc-- , he may devote himself entirely to an
attempt to regain his health.
tion faithfully, i
Last night upon the arrival at Santa HEAR ARGUMENTS FOR INJUNCTION AOAIN3T COMMISSIONERS
Fe of Jose D. Sena, clerk of the New
Mtilto supreme court, 'that official,
Te time of the court was taken up
upon the .order of Judge li'A. Mann, this afternoon hearing arguments upREACHED TOP QUICKLY
FIERCE FIRE
of Alamogoido, at once issued the on the application for an injunction
writ of prohibition directed to Judge against the board of county commisNEW DEAN OF THE DIPLOMATIC
DESTROYS MUCH Ira A. Abbott, seeking to prohibit the sioners of Bernalillo county to prevent
CORPS HAS BEEN IN WASHINGlatter from further passing upon the them from borrowing $4,000 wherematter of the Bernalillo county sher- with to carry on the business of lh
TON ONLY TWO YEARS.
iff's office. The writ of Judge Mann, county and the business of the present
of court, pending the settlement
Washington, D. C, Oct. 7. The Two Blocks. Burned, Fifteen as Issued by the supreme court clerk, term
of the present controversy as to who
Is as follows:
dean of the diplomatic corps now is
Is treasurer of Bernalillo county. .'
Business Places Gone,
the Italian ambassador, Baron
The Official Writ.
Certain taxpayers ask for the InMayor des Planches. He suc"Now, therefore, you, the said Ira junction on the ground that the counLoss $100,000
ceeds Count Cassini, lately Russian
Abbott, individually and as judge of ty commissioners have no legal right
ambassador, who was recalled last
the second judicial district and of the to borrow funds to carry on the funcdistrict court thereof, are hereby com- tions of their office and to keen the
TWENTY-FIV- E
FIRE COMPANIES
manded to desist and refrain from in county going. It is thought that all
any manner passing upon or determin- the arguments will be in by this evening the right of one Perfecto Armljo ing, but it In not beileved a decision
New York, Oct. 6. A fire which de- to the office of sheriff of Bernalillo will be handed down for several days.
Attorney W. B. Chllders appears aa
by judistroyed J. Rober'a Sons' lumber yard county, New Mexico, except ordinary
counsel for the taxpayers, while Disproceedings in the
cial
Eighth
One
of
Hundred
and
at the foot
course of law, and from directing, or- trict Attorney Frank W. Clancy is repstreet this morning, for a time threat- dering or continuing, enforcing or In- resenting the board of county commisened a large section of old Manhattan sisting upon the enforcement of any sioners.
BARON DES PLANCHES.
blocks. The tenants fled to the streets order or direction by you or said court
made previous hereto that the said
spring, owing to his lack of success in half clad. Loss is ne hundred thou- Thomas S. Hubbell shall deliver to MINERS RELEASED
dollars.
sand
gaining favor for the Russian cause
Perfecto Armljo possession of the
THROUGH SHAFT
Two city blocks were burned, over one
in the American capital.
county Jail of the said county of Berp,aces
one
destroyed,
fifteen
business
The baron's adopted daughter, Counconprisoners
or
therein
nalillo,
of
the
Florence, Colo.. Oct. 7. By one of
tess Marguerite Cassini, was the most fireman Injured and 250
fined, or of a room in the court house
prominent figure In diplomatic social horses frotn the lumber and coal yard of Bernalillo county, or of the records the most remarkable'1 feats of rescue
doings during the past two or three stables turned loose in the streetB. and paraphernalia of the office of Bald In the history of Colorado, fifty minTwenty-fivengine companies, a fire sheriff, until the next term of the su- ers were saved from what seemed cerseasons, and she will be missed.
tain death, 500 feet underground, in
The present dean has been In Wash- boat anil half a dozen tow boats were preme court of the territory of New the
Fremont coal mine of the Colorado
engaged for three hours In fighting Mexico to be begun and held on the
ington only two years.
& Iron company, which had mysthi llautes, which threatened destruc- third day of January, 1U0C, or until the Fuel
tion to a large portion of the upper further order of said court thereon, teriously taken fire yesterday, imprisDALLYING
east side of water front. Resides the and that you shall show cause at the oning the men. One by one they were
lumlier yard, a biock of small build- next term of said court why you pulled to the surface by use of ropes,
Sev-eit- h
and not untli 6 o'clock this morning
BRITISH AMBASSADOR IS STUCK ings between One Hundred andEighth
should not be absolutely restrained as was the last
man landed safe on the
and One Hundred and
aforesaid."
ON THE
AND streets was swept away.
BERKSHIRES,
surface. None of the men felt any lit
ISN'T READY TO WORK.
effects of their experience. Damage
WRIT SERVED ON JUDGE
estimated at $70,000.
SPIRITUALISTS
OF
WHEN COURT ADJOURNED.
Washington. 1). C. Oct, 7. The
When court adjourned for the noon WHY THE PEORIA
British embassy Is not to be opened
MAINE HAVE MET
hour today the ottlclal wilt of prohiuntil late in October. Sir Mortimer
bition was formally served upon Judge
Durand is in the Berkshires as one
BAJK WAS CLOSED
Skowhegan, Me., Oct. 7. Tho ninth Abbott as he left the court room, by
of the Lenox, Mass., colony, and as
annual convention of the Maine Spir- George A. Kasc man, not in the ca111., Oct. 7.
Cashier Spring,
itualist association opened In Grange pacity of a deputy United States mar- of Peoria,
tho national bank, which closed Its
hall today with a large attendance. shal, but simply as a disinterested doors
paid that every deEvery part of the state Is well repre- party. Judge Abbott received the or- positorthis morning,paid
in full. The dL
would be
sented, and besides the regular dele- der and proceeded to his chambers.
Upon the convening of court this rectors decided to close tho bank as
gates there are many prominent Spirresult of the disclosures concernitualists from other parts in attend- afternoon at 2 o'clock, W. B. Chllders, the
as counsel for Thomas S. Hubbell, ing the operations of Its president.
ance.
Among those who will address the made the following motion before the School Superintendent Douguorty,who
has been indicted for alleged shortconvention are Harrison I). Barrett, court, which was presented in writ- ages.
Tho bank's deposits amounted
of Boston, editor of the Banner of ing:
a million dollars.
SIR MORTIMER IURANI.
Light, and president of the national
"Now comes the defendant herein, to over
Government Takes Charge.
Mrs. Nettle and having in view the writ of prohiand
associations;
state
Washington, I. ('., Oct. 7 The
the seasoi theie is most pleasant in Holt Harding, of Onset, Mass., and the bition served upon this honorable
the fall, the Mortimeis do not care to Rev. Wilson S. Frltch, of Attleboro, court do hereby request that said de- comptroller of tho currency received
leave at present. Secretary Cortelyou Mass., orator, preacher, actor and fendant bo released from custody as a te.rgram announcing that the Peoria
National bank, Peoria, III., had closed
has been enjoying hi first experience poet
provided for In said writ."
Its doors upon order of its directors.
of the Berkshire resorts, where be has
The matter of missionary work,
The court heard the motion, but up National
Bank Examiner Bosworta
entertained for several weeks.
mass mtHtings and other Important to 4 o'clock this afternoon, no action has been appointed
receiver.
topics will be thoroughly discussed, had been taken In the matter and HubKomura Sail for Japan.
question of obtaining a state bell still remains confined In Hie
also
the
Vancouver,
C, Oct. 7. Baron Ko- charter fiom the next legislature.
CONGRESSIONAL PARTY
county Jail.
mura, tho Japanese peace envoy, still
illr.ess,
weak from his recent
sailed
HEADED THIS WAY
from here on the Empress of India for
Japan today. His physician expressed
STATEHOOD JUNKETING COMMIT-ICthe conviction that the sea voyage
LED B . AMES A. TAWNEV
would fuily restore the baron's health
MEXICO
NEW
INS."fcCT
WIlL
home.
before he had 'reached
Tho
AND ARIZONA.
Japanese consul ami a lar'e number
Albuquerque will receive a vjelt
of Japanese residents of this city were
probably in .Monday from a party of
at the dock to bid Baron Komura fareeastern congressmen, comixising the
well.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 7. It hus Just pends upon the life of the infant cza:
statehood junketing committee, who
olliiially announced that the em- witch, born on July an, 1
and who are- now en route under the guidance
Staten Island Goif Championship.
Murphy, of Arizona,
New York, Oct. 7. '1 be semi finals press or Kussia Is once more about to is therefore, now just fourteen months of
In the golf tournament for the Jas. R. become a mother, and Ur. Otthe, the old.
fur a t ip of luspectlon of New Mexico
The official announcement has made ami Arizona.
Branch gold medal, representing tho eminent physician, who Is always in
golf championship of Staten island, attendance upon the czarina on such a good Impression among the people
The party Is hea led by Hon. James
bef;an here this morning on the links occasions, has taken up his residence In all parts of the empire, particu- A. Tawuey, and .Mr. Tawuey
larly among the lower and middle
Hon. B. S. ltodey this after-iino- n
of the Richmond County Country club. in the Imperial palace.
Hopes are eutertalned that the next classes. Although not of as great imA large gallery was present and the
to meet hiiji at Raton tomorrow.
may
prove to be a boy, so as to; portance as the birth of the czare- - and probably a party of Albuquerqiio
playing was spirited and highly Inter- bal.y
esting. The finals
:l be payed on still further Insure the direct succeswltcli, the birth of tile new child will statehood
advocates will meet the
sion of the crown, which now de- - bo generally celebrated.
Monday, OctofiVr 1.
tuty as Las Vegas.
!

n

MASSACHUSETTS DEMOCRATS TO

Boston, Mass., Oct. 7 The state
convention of the demooiatic party of
Massachusetts met here today to nominate a state ticket. The convention
was called to order by Chairman
Colonel Gaston of the state executive
committee and 1,317 delegates answered to the roll call. After the.
usual committees had been appointed
the convention took a recess until the
afternoon, when the organization of
the convention will be completed and
tho various committees will submit
tbolr reports.
The committee on resolutions consists of Osborn Hayes, chairman ; T.
B. Fitzpatrlck, of Brookline; W. P.
Hayes, of Springfield; C. S. Hamlin,
of Boston; C. A. Babbitt, of Fitc--bur- g;
J. C. Burke, f Lowell, and C.
Bedford. Mr.
S. Ashley, of New
Howes is known as a pronounced reciprocity advocate, and it is expected
adthat the platform will take an recivanced ground on the subject of
procity and the tariff.
As nearly all of the delegates are
uninstructed. It is impossible to foresee even now what decision the convention will reach in the afternoon.
canThere are several gubernatorial
didates In tho field and every one of
them stands a fair chance in the convention. William D. Kice, of Qulncy,
and Charles H. Jones, of Wtston, both
manufacturers and liberal
hi.. ..i,
tariff wen, are considered strong candidates by the reciprocity democrats,
but tho preponderance of the opinion
seems to be that Charles V. Baitlett,
on Govthe present judge advocate
ernor Douglas' staff, is probably the
strongest candidal,- whose uame has
been mentioned. It U not considered
probable that a dark horse will be
sprung upon the convention.

Director of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad company.
Diiector of the United States
Steel corporation.
Director of the National City
bank.
Director of the American Linseed Oil company.
Director of the Colorado Fuel
& Iron company.
Director of the Federal Mining
& Smelting company.
Director of the Missouri Pacific
Railroad company.
Director of the Standard Oil
company.
President of the American Pos- tal & Newspaper Tube company.
Trustee of the University of
Chicago.
He has recently relinquished
his leadership of a Bible class of
250 members.

iAAJt.

There has been no particular developments in the Casna murder case,
says the Gallup Republican. The officers are working on every clue that
could he unearthed, but the crime was
committed in such a mysterious manr-ne- r
that practically no ciue was left
by the murderer.- It has developed
this week that one of the little boys
saw the man after the shooting. He
says he saw the man run, and desMrs.
cribed the gun as a
Casna Is doing as well as could be expected. She can not give any account
of the description of the man who
shot her husband at the present ime,
but it is hoped that when Bhe recov-ers- d
that her mind will be clearer and
that she will be able to remember better than she does now. Because of her
very straightened circumstances, the
Italian society will give a benefit
dance for her Saturday night. There
Is no doubt but hat the cause Is a
worthy one and many of the citizens
of Gallup are extending help to the
unfortunate famjly.

Having Asked

Belonging to Insurance Policy They Profess Pleasure at ReHolders Superintendturning, But Are Much
ent Warns
Pleased With

New York, Oct. 7. The announcement made a few days ago that young
John D. Rockefeller will permanently
relinquish the leadership of his Bible
class of 250 members, is said to be
one of the first steps taken in accordance with his plan to abandon, as far
as possible, all pir. suits that will in
terfere with him in his efforts to
his health. His trip to Europe
last winter failed to help him, as he
had hoped. Eminent specialists whom
he has consulted, give him little en
couragement and advise a complete
rest.
His present illness developed last
summer and was first noticed after
the big fire at the Rockefeller home,
Pocantlco, at Tarrytown, N. Y. At
living at Forthat time his father-wa- s
est Hill, in Cleveland, and in his absence young Rockefeller overworked
himself in his efforts to save the valu-bl- e
contents of the house.
He caught a severe cold, which continued to annoy him, and friends who
noticed the pallor gradually showing

ONE OF THE MOST
THE CONDITION OF
UNPOPULAR ORDINANCES
MRS, CASNA, OF GALLUP

TVYTVYVVVVYVY
Peonle of Albuquerque with

to Form Company to
Prosecute Those

INTERESTS THAT
YOUNG ROCKEFELLER
MAY RELINQUISH.

Y

ARE IN COURT

Lawson Wants Ramsay

MISAPPROPRIATING

in An Unconscious Elect Their Officers Emma
Eames Story Honored
Condition in ihe
in Maine.
Barn.

GOULD-RAMSA-

AFFAIRS TODAYi

AT THE PARTING OF THE WAYS

OIney Brothers and the New York Friends Know

Daughter of Their

NUMBER 258

e

IN ARMY, MACHINE MADE BREAD

'

WRIT OF PROHIBITION

JUDGE ABBOTT

SERVED

1

Present

That

and

'

Jail.

o

fear-craze- d

e

.

WILL SUPPLANT HAND MADE KIND

.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 7. The war
department has reached an important
decision, which wi.l, to some extent,
revolutionize the culinary department
of the service. It has been decided to
introduce machinery for making bread
Instead of having the bread made by
the slow and unsatisfactory method by
hand. The navy has found It advantageous to have such a system, and
vessels are being equipped as rapidly
as possible with a type of bread kneed-inmachine, which is said to answer
all demands uixn it.
This rone. union in favor of mechanical bread making has been reached
after a practical test of the methods
on board the United States ship
of six months. Ar
far a
my officers have been making an investigation of the system at Fort Riley, where there are schools for cooks

j

and bakers, and at West Point, where
the facilities exist for carrying on competitive tests of the machinery.
A certain type of machine has been
recommended by the commissary officers, who have given special attention
to the subject, and it is believed that
the adoption of the machine throughout the army, together with the Bend- ing out of army cooks and bakers, will
have a favorable effect upon tho enlisted men by furnishing them with
I'juii iu oih.'i ly iu 'imi eu.
It has been found that

the army

fans somewhat better than the navy

tho matter of food, and this Is large-- J
atributed to the wav the food is is-mill and prepared. There have been
many complaints concerning the quality of the bread, and these have fu.ly
Induced the war department to make
a change In the system.
iu
ly

Mis-snur- l.

I

RUSSIA'S ROYAL HOUSE LOOKS

E

FOR ARRIVAL OF ANOTHER HEIR
,

-

il

Ik

AJJtUQUKHQUE

PAGE TWO.

KViFKJyfr

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY,

PROFESSIONAL

THE EVENING CITIZEN
PaMUbta Dslly aaa Weakly

th

CARDS
II

ENrnsTS

NE,W YORK

y

t. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 arid 16 Grant block, over
ths Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Both phones. Appointments mads by
DR. J.

FASOSON LETTER

Citizen Publishing Company
at Paatofflaa far aranamiaalaa thrauca tht
milt m
alaae mattar.

nil

mall

frocks will not be employed by the
select and exclusive In dress, for they
will as usual become too common and
will destrop entirely the chic air of
even the prettiest frock.
Aa will be seen from the description of the black cloth costume In an
earlier pa;agraph, the waistcoat is ko- in? to be one of the popular
panlments of the low cut coat, and
also of draped bodices. This is essen-severtially a French style and will be popu-untl- l
hir with those who follow the I'arls-style- s
ians in matters of dress,
There is one thin certain, and that
Is, that cashmere Is at last to be a
fashionable fabric, and no outfit will
be complete unless It has nt least, one
frock of this material. The blue and
preen, with black combination mentioned before, is again seen in a costume of Rieen cashmere trimmed with
folds and pipings of black satin, and
This
embroidered In Chinese blue.
material is to be had In both the
Scotch and Indian weaves, the Scotch
being more sharply defined. The color
Ings shown are exquisite, and should
delight the heart of very woman and
tempt her to add at least one dress
In a favorite shade to her wardrobe.
There are lovely new shades of bronze,
peacock blue, green, red, violet, in
fact, any color which a person may
wlsih.
The matrial is soft and clinging, and of light weight, qualities
which recommend It for health as well
as beauty. It Is claimed that wltn
modern Improved methods of manufacturing this fabric the one fault
which it possessed, that of becoming
shiny with use, has been overcome.
If this s true, then the material Is
all that can be desired In the way of
gracefulness, beauty of texture and
wearing qualities.
Velvet Is seen on everything. If It
is not used in all the material for the
whole cosutnie, there must be at least
a touch of It somewhete on the frock,
whether It be for street, house, evening or recreation wear. Never before
has this ever beautiful and also serviceable material seen such an era of
popularity as It will have this season.
Velvet gowns will be made and worn
for all occasions, and there Is not a
function for which it will not be in
good taste.
The variety In coloring
and fo;m in which this materia Is
manufactured for this season's trade
is so great as to be really confusing
to the woman trying to make a choice.
Cottonback chiffon velvets are are bct-tf- r
than ever before, and as for the
all silk velvets, well, words cannot describe their beauties. They must be
seen to be appreciated.
Then there
are the ribbed silk velvets and silk
cortduioya for street wear. Among the
novelties are pompadour velvets, floral
panne and short haired plush, having
on it a design which looks as If it
had been painted. Beautiful mousse- line silks have velvet flowers In embossed effects of the same tone, or of
a lighter or darker shode, upon them,
made so as to give what Is called
a cameo effect. It is Impossible to
describe all the varied ways In which
velvet has been used In the manufacture of these beautiful materials. No
woman should be dlsapjwlnted In a
choice with such a large field to
choose from.
ESTELLE CLAIRMONT.
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Should the patent prove to be a
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MICHIGAN REDUCED.
in upper Michigan GREAT RUSH OF PEOPLE
have been volutarily reduced by the
TO THE SOUTHWEST.

Passenger fares

GARFIELD WILL SEE '
HEADS OF TRANSPORTATION.
James R. Garfield, commissioner of
corporations, who is about to begin
an Investigation of the transportation
companies engaged In Interstate commerce, will visit Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, St. Louis, Kansas City
and other large cities, where he will
Interview the officials at the
of the large railroads.
PENNSYLVANIA'S PENSION
LIST OF EMPLOYES.
In five years 2,418 employes have
been retired from active service of
the Pennsylvania railroad company,
end put on the pension list. Five hunwere between the
dred and sixty-eigages of 65 and 69 years, and of these
439 were retired on their own request.
The company pays the operating expenses of Its pension department,
which has distributed some $1,600,000.
bead-quarte-

ST. JOSEPH WILL BE
MADE A TERMINAL.
Land has been purchased by the
Missouri Pacific Railroad company In
St. Joseph for the location of a system
of terminals on which about $l,tH)0,0O0
will be expended. The line will be extended from Atchison to St. Joseph,
which will be made the terminal of
the Central Branch. A site has been
selected already for a new freight
house. To hold title to the ground and
terminals the Missouri Pacific has Incorporated the St. Joseph and Central
Branch Railway company.

CHINESE INSPECTOR FOR
THE SANTA FE KILLED
The other night louls Mong, Chinese solicitor for the Santa Fe lialiroad
company, at Fresno, was shot five
times by highbinders from San Francisco. Mong was found In a dying con
dltion in his room. He had been warned of his approaching fate and had appealed to the police for protection.
He was taken unawares and killed.
The shots were all fired at close
range. Enmity of 'highbinders who
are of the Hong Sing long, was
brought about when Mong testified
against some tong in San Francisco.

There Is an unusual rush of persons
traveling through Topeka these davs
for points in the, extreme west and
southwest. Most of them are coming
fiotn Chicago and points In the middle
sua are oound ror southern rail.
fornia. The rush is on because of the
colonist rates In effect on all of the
Wt!n
Voads leavlnS Chicago, and
while these colonist rates have been
put on each fall for a number of years,
the travel is heavier this year than
before. These rates went into ef- rect on September 15 and aie to be in
existence for a couple of months. The
travel now "s right at its height and
the railroad men are beginning to ex- perience a little trouble in handling

orncials in tire passenger dapart- ment of the Santa Fe and Rock Is- land say that the colonist travel this
year Is larger than at any time in the
of the roads, and that while
the rates are in effect, thousands and
thousands of persons will be carried
iuiu me eouiuwesi.
NEW OILER FOR TRUCK
WILL BE GIVEN TRIAL.
Superintendent Folev of the Kansas
Cljr, Mexico ft Orient railway, has
uia roau wm test me
mtuuiicu mm
Brown patent oiler for trucks of
rolMng stock on railroads.
ihis invention is for the purpose of
doing away with the old style of oil-- ;
ing the bearings by the use of waste
saturated with oil. The device is so
arranged that a steady supply of oil
is kept dripping on the bearings, and
the mechanism is such that the flow
can be regulated so as not to waste
lubricant.
The test will be made on one side
of the Orient's smoking car. on the
mi umrcii nu uiia ana t airivew.
The other sjde of the car will be left
as it is, thus allowing a fair trial to
see which system is the best and most
economical. Special instructions have
been given by Mr. Foley not to have
the ear tampered with while In Wich- ita, only to see that the side which

OF THE
t

ONLY WOMAN PRESIDENT

THE WHOLE WORLD.
Mrs. Mary s. Holladay. who made
herself president of the Wllliamsville,
Greenville & St. Louis railroad, because, although she was a director,
the manager of the railroad refused
to give her a pass, sold tho railroad
last week for $f,ion,ooo, received the
money and returned to society,
- Until she sold the road the other
day, Mrs. Holladay was the only woman railroad president In the United
States, probably In the world.
Though only sixty miles long the
road Is one of the best feeders In
southern Missouri. A purchasing syndicate, headed by John S. Iong, Kansas City, succeeded Mrs. Holladay at
the helm. The million dollars was
paid to Mrs. Holladay at the National
Bank of Commerce in this city SaturIN

0

Fhst National Bank

0
0

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25, 1005

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts,

day.
At

the Planters', after the sale was
made, Mrs. Holladay was In high
spirits.
,
"1 guess T have made more money
in the last ten months than any woman In America." she said. "I liked
being at the head of a big enterprise
all right, but It hardens a woman, and
she drops out of society. I will move
to St. Louis now and return to society."

-

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

LIABILITIES

s

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,
Deposits,

$1,191,220.39

-

63,222.69

Banking House and Furniture,

38,500.09

.....

.

Cash and Exchange,

0

Total,

MIKE O'SHEA AND
HIS WELL KNOWN WIT

1,310,015.50

$2,955,958.49

Since the death of Mike O'Shea, a
tselght conductor on the eastern divis- 0
ion of the El Paso & Southwestern
raKway, the newspapers are recalling
some of his wit.
When General Manager W. R. Martin presided over the El
western, O'Shea had the misfortune
ono day to fail to make time with his
lra'n- ue committed the most heinous
of all crimes in the railroad calendar
held up the Golden State Limited.
Ono Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
General Manager Martin sent a telegram to O'Shea, calling to account.
Te heart proper classlfkatleo Ut for this celaaia Mast be la the office before 2 e'clock
Here is O'Shea's reply. Bent In by
p. an Ads phased receive tb sane careful atteolioa thai is givea la ads ereer.kt la alike.
wire:
"The wind was high and the steam
FOR SALE A standard revolving
WANTED
was low,
show case, fine condition. Apply at
The train was heavy and hard to tow, WANTED Clean rags. Inquire at
111) West Cold avenue.
The coal was bad and full of slate
The Citizen office.
That is why I detained the Ooiden WANTED rhree painters, highest FOR SALE Twcvrobm house on
High street in Highlands; lots of
state."
wages. C. A. Hudson.
trees, etc; lot, 62x142; $00. E. H.
Another specimen of O'Shea's wit.
Hoarders.
WANTED
and
Koomers
Dunliar & Co.
wnicn is still being repeated, was his
417 West Sliver avenue.
reply when he was Invited to take a
FOR SALE J, the undersigned, will
cook-In"to
WANTED
with
assist
Uirl
drink. O'Shea was a brother of, John
receive bids for the frame building
and housework. 315 South Third
now occupied by S. Benjamin & Co.,
O'Shea, senior passenger conductor on
street.
the eastern division of the Southwest-presen- t
West Railroad avenue, which Is to
ernWANTED
At once, a competent girl
'
be taken away or torn down, as the
purchaser may choose, as It must be
"Can't go now," said O'Shea, "I've
for general housework. Apply 623
off the lot where It now stands on or
Keleher avenue.
to go to help John pronounce the
Bt
names of the Pullman cars. John can WANTED Man to work around city
about January 1, 1906. J. L. La
sPp'l the names a;i right, but he has
Driero, Architect, rooms 20 and 27,
home. Good position for responsible
to have nie to pronounce them."
Harnett building, city.
man. "A.," this office.
WANTED
Ladies to lirlng their hair
Co
work to Mrs. 11. K. Rutherford. All
SILVER CITY TO GET
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave- on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
STRAIGHT PASSENGER TRAIN
nue
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWAN f ED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street. CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
NOVEMSERVICE COMMENCING
south of viaduct. Send address and) as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
BER 1 RESULT OF GENERAL
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. and strictly
private.
One
Time:
MANAGER HURLEY'S VISIT.
WANTED
First class dressmaking, month to one year given. Goods rey,a
also cleaning and remodeling of la- main in your possession. Our rates
i..nr.i,.l.i
Tha i(m.cri,oni0,i
dies' clothes. At 113 Iron avenue, are reasonable. Call and see us beSilver City has a straight pitssenger
three doors south of the Congrega- fore borrowing.
train service, commencing November
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
tional church.
1.
The decision of the company to
tickets to and from all
put on a new service is said to date WANTED At once, assistant manag- Steamship parts
of the world.
er for branch supply office and headfrom General Manager Hurley's visit
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
quarters for salesmen. No Investr
to this city last Sunday. says the
315 West Railroad Ave.
ment required. Permanent. Salary
terprlse. Mr. Hurley and a partr of
PRIVATE OFFICES.
$18 weekly. Commission extra. Adprominent Santa Fe officials arrived
Open Evenings,
dress, Manufacturer, Como block,
in the city last Sunday morning on a'
Chicago.
WHERE TO DINE WELL
special train of three cars. They
Energetic, trustworthy 8ANTA
weie to have arrived Friday, but were WANTED
RESTAURANT
delayed en route. The party remain-0.W,d- i
man or woman to work In New MexMEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
ico, representing large manufactur- time, good service,
ed In the city but a short time. On
at reasonable
ing company. Salary, $40 to $90 per prices. The nearest place in Albuthe return Mr. Hurley had a chance to
adexpenses
paid
weekly;
Sunday's
see
up,
month,
coming
train
querque to Santa Fe depot. Open
weighted down with five or six freight
vanced. Address with stamp, J. H. day and night. Bar In connection.
Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
cars, and he Is reported to have
LYNN, HAVEN BAY. and BLUE
marked at the poor service which was WANTED
By Chicago wholesale POLNT OYSTERS in any style. First
nlalnlv
and mall order house, assistant street and Silver avenue, opposite de- 9
and the result was, in short, a de
manager (man or woman) for this pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals, for $5.
clsion to establish better servicethe
county and adjoining territory. Sab
nrst of the coming month. The freight
ary $2 a and expenses paid weekly;
MERCHANT TAILORING
shipments Into Silver City are heavy,
expense money advanced.
Work
and haVA hPOn fnr .tha naat 4n.n
pleasant; position permanent. No
months M
Investment or experience required. UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
on the increase, and the service, in- RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
Write at once for full particulars
sieaa oi getting better, has been
envelope.
and enclose
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
ting worse. To handle the freight
Thomas J. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
properly an extra train for that pur- My merchant tailoring shop is upstreet, Chicago, 111.
pose has been needed for some time,
By Chicago manufactur- stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveThe shipments of the Comanche com- WANTED
ing house, person of trustworthiness nue, where I solicit the patronage of
pany, alone, so it Is learned from an
and somewhat familiar with local the public.I All work guaranteed firexauthoritative source, aggregate nearly
as have had Uteen years'
territory as assistant In branch ofas much in tonnage as all the other
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. Per- perience in the business. Suits made
shipments to Silver City combined
manent position. No Investment re- to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
If this be true, the freight shipments'
The specific I use will not
quired.
Previous experience not repaired.
into Silver City have doubled them-th- e
essential to engaging.
Address, injure the cloth. Indies' garments
selves in tonnage within the last vnr
Manager Branches, Como Block, also cleaned and walking skirts made
and it is high time that the Santa Fe
to order. Give me a trial.
Chicago.
was making good on better passenger
O. BAMBINI.
FOR RENT
service,
Wards
of
Pneumonia.
FOR RENT Furnished
213
All coughs, colds and pulmonary comRAILROAD TICKETS.
West Marquette.
plaints that are curable aie quickly
Cut Rates.
RENT
FOR
safe. Apply cured by One Minute Cough
Cure.
For reduced rates to and from all
to
F.
Trotter.
F.
Clears the phlegm, draws out inflamnoints. en tn Pniilspn'a A Bumiatinn
Railroad ticket office. Raiaoad tickets FOIl RENT Rooms with board. 315 mation, and heals and soothes the afSouth Third street.
fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
bought, sold aud exchanged.
FOR RENT
Two furnli-herooms wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
for light housekeeping. Inquire at pleasant to take. Sold by all druggists.
300 North liroadway.
FOR RENT
Nice room, everything
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
new and pleasant.
415 North Sec(H. E. No. 8471.)
ond street.
Department of the Interior, Land ofFOR RENT Two large store rooms,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
1905.
Lead avenue.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- A
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, buit-abl- lowing named settler has filed notice
for man and wife. 415 North of his intention to make final proof
Second street.
Board if preferred. In support of his claim, and that said 0
mo m s for proof will
be made before the
FOR RENTFurnlshed
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor- probate clerk at Albuquerque, N. 6
ner of Sixth strtet an 1 Railroad M.. on November 4. 1W5.. viz.: Don- aclano Valencia, for the southwest!
avenue.
FOR RENT Two cheap' rooms for quarter of section 2, township 8 north, q
light housekeeping.
Mrs. H.
E. range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses I
Rutherford, corner of Broadway and
to prove his continuous
residence!
Iront avenue.
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
FOR RENT Sunny, beaut. fully furnJacobo Valencia, of Chillll, N. M.;
ished front room, with alcove; priMora, of Chillli, N. to.; Alejanvate home; very pleasant for lady. Jose
dro Ronqulllo, of Chillll, N. M.; Adam
315 West
avenue.
Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
FOR RENT
Apartments in Paik
MANUEL R. OTERO,
View terrace, eight rooms each;
Register.
11.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19. Gratt blook.
See the window display of the Rio
Mills at the Globe
FOR RENT Nicely furi.ished front Orande Woolen
rooms, single or en sui e; private store, then ask for those $3.50 walk
family; for husband and wife, or ing skirts.
two ladies. Address W., this of-- f

Depository of vthe

2,470,928.21

Railway System

ioo-

Paso-North-

Evening Citizen Wants!

-

Making a lilt

Pllsnor Boor
ia wnat we ara eKXng
one who testa Ha eattotawa flavor, and atrangrfconiiif. amalttfoa.
o
There la no warm weather
that oan earn pa re wfth
thla refresh Ing tfrintc on a worm
day.. It la not only a4eaan to
taete, but la Invigorating anal
per oaaa of two
wholesome.
dozen a,uartea; (2 por caaa of
two doaen plnta.
av-orag-

g

i

-

Money

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Sant
y e, N. M., with
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. ORIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr."
FRANK DIBERT, Asst, Secy, and Tress.
J"
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
PV
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt, and Pass. Aft.
utmtRAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

rr

O o

e c

Nasal

RENT Two larne store rooms,
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
suitable for hotel purposes, with
In all Ita atava.
large yard In rear and all necessary outhouses.' Evei ything new and Ely's Cream Balm
modern. Mrs. lira nit. corner of
fKtottieaatiid
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
tho diisram d

The

FOrPsALEOheap,

pony; also good driving pony. &U2
over nana or sua aiong mis wire to
safety. In spite of her youth. Hannah,
South Second street.
who is a turn vereln pupil, foiiifd the FTTiTTvALIJ
brick
ust
feat easy, as did her little sister, who
corner of Marqurtte n vnntia find
had been taking ate same kind of
Kifth street; modern; $3,2uO. E. II.
J
training.
Dunbar & Co.
i

'

In othor word
wo turn out

ovory t hlng a
prlntor know
how to do . ...

BA.LDRTnm

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wear
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

BUILDINQ PAPER
Aiwa j a
tock. Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint. Glass Ruh

tv.

FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.

all

flipuquerque

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

r--

rounary ana Machine Works 0

R. . HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars- - ShafUna.
SU!!8, Grftd0 Dar8t Babblt MeU,i Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Ropalro on Mining and Mill Mmehlnmrw - a
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

q
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CARRIAGE
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Road
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Harnese, 8prlng Wagone Built to A

KJy

First Street and TIJeraa

TRIMMING

5

HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

BOTHE,

0

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE
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CAFE
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OAR AND CLUB ROOMS

quit kly.
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moomlpt Boohm
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NA TIVK A ND CHI CAOO LUMB

QUICKEL

r am Halm la placid into tue notftrllfi, spread
omt the memhraiiu mid iborbcd, Kelnf i
and a cure fliuM. It la not drying
IJir't Size, 60 cciiU at I'nitf-gif- tt
U"t jToUuce
or by mull; Trial Sue, 10 cnt.
ELY UKoTLl t"K, M Wurn tilrcU New YorW

Omtlogu0B
Blmnh Book
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imi

e000e0e000e0
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Printing
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FOR SALE

S

f

get-ni?-

cut off. Hannah brought to tho attention of the other a blout telephone
wire that passed from the roof of
the house down to a neighbor's yard.
Eveiy one of the crowd went hand!

Colo. Phoao

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parto-othe World.
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,

re

Ujvah

lee Company

Santa Fe Central Railway System

.

FOTl

&

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Loan

I

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 7 By her
fortitude in the midst of danger and
her piesence of mind, Hannah Brown,
seven, lately distinguished herself by
saving ten lives from fire. Hannah's
home, at 612 Callowhill street, caught
fire in the night, and she, with nine
other persons children, men aud
women
were caught on the third
floor with escape through the house

-

$2,955,958.49

A. T. & S. F..

.

i

-

Total,

En-eve-

,

200,050.09

1,663,015.50

d

'

285,030.28

United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

e

CAMPS FOR
RAILWAY EMPLOYES.

A railway boarding camp for the
laborers on railroads is perhaps the
latest Illustration of the generally recognized principle that the better surroundings, moral and physlutil, the
men have, the more and better work
they do. says the Cihcago Tribune.
The gangs of railway laborers usually work out of reasonable distance
of towns, and are, therefore, practically homeless, and must depend on
the companies for food, shelter, clothing and Incidental necessities.
The
new plan, as it has been carried out,
furnishes a complete boarding camp,
including a cold storage sstein, so
that fresh provisions may lie at hand
at any time and place. Sleeping acof the common
commodations coie-is-t

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

CHILD SAVES TEN
FROM FIRE PERIL

NEW KIND OF TRAVEL
BY THE UNION PACIFIC.
On October 14 tho Union Pacific
railway will Inaugurate a personally
conducted tour of the west. It will
not be an excursion, but the fare paid
by the passenger will include all expenses of the traveler Including meals,
lodgings, side trips and railway fare,
which will be paid for In a lump sum.
This trip will cover 28 days, and the
train will stop at all points of interest along the line, including cities In
Colorado, Utah and California. The
price will be $162 for the entire trip.
The road expects to run these trains
periodically in the future.
BOARDING

0

!

ing built between the first two pas- which are added portable Iron frame-- '
are Insenger tracks at the Las Vegas depot work. On this framework
stalled wire mattresses, with Iron
for the convenience of travelers.
frames, which provide plenty of room,
L. M. Williams, roadmaster of the clean, and sanitary surroundings, and
Central,
headquarters
with
Santa Fe
abundant ventilation.
In Estancla, was In the territorial capon
PRESIDENT HILL TALKS
railroad
yesterday
business.
ital
AND THEN SOME MORE.
President J. J. Hill recently said:
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
the Santa Fe railway for New Mexi- "It has been announced In an official
co, left Las Vegas Wednesday for Kan- manner that there has been no reduc
sas City, Missouri, where he will be tion of rates in the United States for
twenty-fivyears; that tariffs have
for Borne weeks.
been reduced at times, but that whenR. C. Held, right of way agent of ever a tariff was reduced the classithe Santa Fe railway, who has been fication was given another turn of the
In I,aa Vegas on business arrived In wheel and advanced so at the least to
Santa Fe Thursday evening and left offset the reduction In the tariff.
"The man who made that statement
yesterday afternoon via the Santa Fe
Central and automobile route for bis did not tell the truth. The reduction
In the average rate per ton per mile
home In Kosweil.
In 25 years on the Great Northern
C. K. Butts, who has been agent of railway aggregates $667,000,000. That
the Denver & Rio Grande railroad at has been the reduction that the peoTres riedras station, Rio Arrlla coun- ple have gotten on one railroad."
ty, for the past six years, left that
point with his family for Del Norte, WILL USE SANTA FE
TRACKS PART OF WAY.
Colo., where he will be station agent
President Frank Trumbull is quoted
of the same road.
as saying: "The Colorado & Southern
It Is announced at the offices of the Is reaching, not for the seaport of
Santa Fe. that within sixty days trains Texas, but for Galveston, the seaport
When the
wilt be running Into the new El I'aso of the great southwest.
union depot. This depot la one of the lines already matured and now maturfinest on the lines of the road and the ing are carried out,, the Trinity &
building alone cost about $24',uuo. The Brazos Valley will have a road 15
miles horter to Galveston from Fort
whole cOHt will reach $300,000.
Worth than any other line and 14
R. T. Sine, a baggageman, who form miles shorter from Dallas than any
erly worked on the Missouri Pacific other line. Trackage arrangements
road, running between Kansas City have already been made with th
and St. Ixmls, pleaded guilty In the Santa whereby the tracks of the Santa
will be used from Cleburne to Fort
criminal court at Kansas City to rob-jF- e
blng trunks placed In his care. He jWbith and from Houston to Galveston.
was sentenced to two years in tne ine exact route tne Trinity & Brazos
Valley will take has not been accurate- penitentiary.
ly determined, but it Is being decided
Vice President Kendrlck has stated as rapidly as surveyors can locate
that the Santa Fe hae 6,200 steel lines.'
frpfirht nflra hiiilrllnp and nre flhatlt
to place orders for 75 of the latest 'ALL STEEL CARS FOR
PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Improved passenger coaches, which
Within the next few years the greatwill be built by the Pullman shops
and delivered next spring. The road est changes In railroad equipment in
will have use for all the freight cars this country will be, we believe, to- - '
wards steel cars for passenger service,
as rapidly as they are delivered, Btates says
the Railway Journal in Us cur-- .
Mr. Kendrlck.
rent Issue. The many recent wrecks
Announcement has been made at;on steam roads has forced the rallwav
Oklahoma City that the Chicago, Rock managements to thinking seriously of
island &. racinc railway nus leaseu a nener ana more substantial car to
the tracks of the Kansas Southwest-- withstand the shock in case of wreck,1
ern from Anthony to Caldwell, Kan. collisions and other accidents. Records
The Kansas Southwestern runs from show that most of the losses of life
Arkansas City, Kan., to Anthony. At in collisions are due to cars being
It is operated by the Atchison, telescoped
and then subsequently
Topeka & Santa Fe. This road has burned. In most every practical point
been operated by a number of roads, from which this subject can be view- passeneer car should
but has never paid. It vas built in ed, the
the boom days. The Goulds tried at prove superior to the "wooden coach,
one time to buy the road
and Us practical assurance of safety
to the passengers should make It a
PASSENGER FARES IN
popular one with the traveling public
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul road,
the reduction being from four cents a
mile to three cents. Similar action on
the part of the Cbmlcago & Northwestern was announced some days
ago. The new rates take effect at
once.

PAGE THREE.
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FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grado of
iager served. Finest aud beat UmpoiKUl and Doinostlc Cigars,
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IN THAT HAND OF

By
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THINE?

to
issue.
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Rockefeller,
Its reader a cut and account of John
This young man is 38 years of age, at which time of life
he should not yet have reached his prime, either menr
tally or physical. y. Hut, according to report, young
dysnervous
is a confirmed invalid from acute
pepsia, and is compelled at his early ace to n tire'entire-lfrom business.
It is said, and doubtless the saying is true, that
young Rockefeller has not brought the disease upon himself by Improper living. Me has not been a drinker. He
lias not been devoted to rich banquets. He is said to be
so fond of no other viands as he is of pumpkin pie
and nii.k. He, has not stayed out late at nights. He has
not wasted his life substance in lascivious practices. He
is devoted to his wife, his Sunday school class, his home
and to quiet, orderly living. His life has been as blameless and exemplary as that of the young men in the Sunday school story books.
What then is the cause of this break down, this collapse? Some are ready to say, and have already thought,
that It is a direct visitation of providence visiting the
aina of the father upon the son. Such answer cannot be
entertained. Some 2.UV0 years ago the world was taught
by Hlrub "who spake as never man spake," that those on
whom the tower of Siloam fell and s.ew them, or those
whose blood Pilate mingled with their socrific.es, were
not sinenrs above all their fe.lowg. We must look deeper for the cause we are Becking.
This young man is the only direct male heir to the
largest single fortune in the world, and lie has been rigidly drilled for the responsibi.ity. It is well known that
.one of the father's fondest hopes has been that the son
Bhould be fitted to manage successfully the vast business
' interests that would devolve upon him.
You have heard of athletes, overtrained, who break
down on the eve of the supreme contest. Well, the fact
seems to be that Rockefeller, Jr., lacked the capacity to
handle the large affairs entrusted by his father to his
management, and, being conscientious, worried about It,
until the worry augmented an Inherited weakness of
atoniach. This greatest heir in the world had a double
legacy of fortune that worried him and a weak stomach
that failed him. No doubt his method of life combined
with the other cause, the worry arising from conscious
Incompetency, had much to do with the early collapse.
He lacked sufficient recreation and amusement. He lived
too far away from nature. No doubt if after the doctors
and watering places and leisure have patched him up a
little, if he will make his way overland to a New Mexico
cattle ranch, and there become a real cowboy, living and
working as they do, three or four years will give him a
new lease of life.
On

the first

And dost Ihou say, with bated breath,
It is a little flame;
1'il let the lamps of broader wick

Hock-cfelle-

HOT OUR WAY-

a unique method of
caring for the drunkards that lie about the streets. A
corps of women form the service. They go about in couples, and assist the helpless ones to the police stations.
Says Public pinion: "It is certainly significant that
women should be chosen for this work. The object is to
have her appeal to the intoxicated man entirely by virtue
of her womanhood."
Well, It certainly is significant eignificant of Eu
rope, where women are small potatoes. You will notice
the appeal is to the intoxicated one. The "pleasure Is ail
hla." How would you like some of your women relations
to hold that Job? It will strike American minds that
when a man Is drunk It Is a decidedly peculiar time to attempt an appeal to him "entirely by virtue of womanhood." Maybe it's all right. But in America, when he
comes staggering down the street, his brain sodden and
his breath reeking, we who love our women will try to
shield them from the disgusting sight. And then we 11
cail a policemtn.
In Berlin they have introduced

editorial
The Morning Journal today had a
headed "Reductio ad Absurdum.". Following the example
of that paper The Citizen might say that so much use of
space was entlreiy unnecessary, as almost any editorial
in "our esteemed contemporary" would amply Illustrate
the principe of logic cited. But mis writer, wnue ""i "
stranger to editorial controversies, has never suffered
himself, at the demands of supposed humor or sophistical
arguments, to forget the restraining bands of truth. The
legal conditions of New Mexico can be reduced to absurdity both in theory and fact. Our supreme bench ought not
to be composed of the district JudgeB. But it is so composed, and probably wlli remain bo till the territory secures statehood.
e

"There is a tide in the affairs of men, which taken
at Ite flood leads on to fortune." Thus did the bard of
Avon put words in the mouth of his stago people, four
hundred years ago, and quite as well might he have made
us think: Is not this opit "in affairs of state."
portunity for Joint statehood the tide in the affairs of
New Mexico and Arizona, which, if taken at its flood, will
lead their people on to fortune, and if omitted, all the voyage of their political lives will te bound in shallows and
Shall they let a few Interested parties
in miseries?
thwart their destinies? People of New Mexico and
look well to your interests at this time of flood
tide. Don't let it pass.
An-eon-

the mining engin- Dr. F. A. J
;,;s morning from a pro-- ,
eer, rettinii
in the
to l.ordsburK.
fesslonal tt
southern imi: of ti e territory. Mln-- I
nisburB has become
lng around
especially where
quite lively
oid proper' n ; are concerned. Many
that have been
mines of t1 i
dead for y ;: are being reopened and
In many m amis these properties
n
producers,
promise to in
Ir. Jones as recentlytherequested to
before
American
read a pm
Mining con. ss, which will meet in
Id Paso In .' veinber. The doctor says
oniplv ami will take as
that he wi-his RtibJoct the mining resources of
New Mu id
i

Hast thou a lamp, a little lamp,
Put in that hand of thine?
And did he say, who gave It thee,
The worid hath need this light should be,
Now, therefore, let it shine?

Of

Seek out the lost and cheer the sick,
'
While I seek wealth and fame?

t

.l.i-tii-

Hut on the shore where thy small house

TOO

Stands dark, stands dark, this night,
Full many a wanderer, thither tossed.
Is driven on that rock and lost,
Whore thou hast hid thy light.

(me driving horse, genset single harness; 1 rubber-tireroaii wagon, 2 saddles and bridles, inquire of A. B. McMi.ien, 119

tle;

1

M. MANDE1UU

Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pes
slmistlc as you please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not. You can put your food In a
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on it and it will digest it the
same as It will In your stomach. It
can't help but cut e Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It is curing hundreds and
thousands some had faith and some
didn't. Kodol will cure you If medicine can cure you, whether you have
faith in it or not. Sold by all

Fierce with Its love, and flaming great
In Its humility;
Shunning no soul in sinful need,
Fearing no path where he may lead,
Glowing consuniingly.
Thou shalt not want for light enough,
When earthly moons grow dim;
The dawn Is Just begun for thee,
When thou shalt hand, so tremblingly.
The empty lamp to him.
St
BETWEEN

HUNGARY AND AUSTRIA

Hungary, at present, does not seek Independence
frobi Austria.
It wants a separate Hungarian army.
It demands that the Magyar tongue shall be the language in command.
Ultimately the Intention is to maintain a mere a.
between the two countries, dissolving the commercial partnership,
The link between the two would then consist only of
personal sovereignty.
the emperor-king'Emperor Franz Joseph has steadfastly resisted all
demands curtailing Austrian power.
The result is a deadlock, which threatens a war of
secession.
Should Hungary revolt It is probable Bohemia will
follow.
A breaking up of the Austrian empire would .probably throw the old duchy of Austria Into the Germa-- em''
pire.
Franz Joseph Is emperor of Austria and king of Hungary, commanding the common army.
Naval and military matters, foreign affairs, customs
and currency are supposed to be administered in coms

.

mon.

This dual system was adopted by the ausglerch
(agreement) of 18C7.
s
Franz Joseph has only been able to maintain the
(agreements) not only between Hungary and
Austria, but between the seventeen crown lands represented in the reichsrat at Vienna, by personal Influence,
and by playing off the different factions against each
other.
- The ministers are practically the servants of the emperor, though in law they are responsible to the parliament.
,
Partisan strife has frequently allowed the emperor to
block ail legislation for months at a time, thus affording
him opportunities to make laws .and issue decrees as he
pleased.
To all intents and purposes, owing to the manipulations of the emperor and his minister servants, Hungary
is now a country without any government recognized by
the people.
At present the army, while recruited among Hungarians, is commanded mainly by Austrlans, commanded in
German, and the colors are Austrian.
In the eyes of Hungarians this army makes Hungary
look like a conquered country.
In 1900, Hungary and Transylvania had a population
of lfi.7fi8.143; Bohemia, 6,318,280; the rest of the empire,

Notice.
United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
N. M., Sept. 27, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing township plats will be on file
in this office November 13, 1905, viz:
Township 7 north, range 8 east.
Township 4 north, range 9 east.
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
On and after above date we will be
ready to receive applications for entries in said townships.
MANUEL It. OTEKO. Register.
FRED MULLER. Receiver.
Come In and see us and be convinced that .riser's Cafe Is the place
to get a rold bottle and free Saturday
night lunch.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

California mustard has
but lacks flavor.
Trieste has flavor but lacks
strength. Schilling's Best is
the two mixed, nothing else,
no color.
The next - best
mustard sold here is weak but
has good flavor.
.

strength

Your grocer's; moneyback.

ELKS' THEATRE

O. F. O.
WHISK E V

1

s
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Man From

VAUDEVILLE
PERFORMERS

Sunday, Oct. 8
AT 5:30 P. M.
HARRY NACE,

Acrobat and Contortionist

Automatic Phone, 199.

"1

on

sale at Matson's.

i

KXDOCXXOOpOr

J. KORBER

LlVERI

HIGHLAND

STABLE

Hoarding iiorses a specialty
SKJUUUt- -' Jl Jt lUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
KXXXXXXXXXXXDOCXXXXXXXXX)
O. F. PL ATT,

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'ohorte, 675.

He says,
SO LIGHT AND

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.
His mother used

WELL BAKED.
Well,

and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked In any style,
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, in the car.
SPRINGS

But don't forget
the kind of

was always

The Albuquerque Hatters

JEMEZ HOT

there is a knack
in making It,

STAGE LINE!

a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

Time, Labor
and Money

DRAGOIE

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

AMBULANCE
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Seilve Day or Night

O. W.

PENINSULAR RANGE

STRONG'S SONS
Automatic,

147

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbatter than
any other. You are moat cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

Prices In Plain Figures S3Q and Up

PAY

THE

Old stoves

A

Nirp

I

lioeb-Devlu-

Of

ROSENFIELD, the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

g

YOU

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

In

the Southwest,
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE

0000000C00

e

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

Ays.

Sale Cheap, at

118 RAILROAD

EV- -

Gold

ino nf IWpfWmpH Tailnr.

n

e

205

Made and High Price Overcoats, for

Attend the special Bale of Outing
Dressing
Flannel
Niht Gowns,
tfactpirs. Outing Underskirts and Out-InHouse Robes, at the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company. See window

Tht-rwill be a social dance at Society ball, old town, Saturday evening,
to which all are Invited.
orchestra will furnish the niuslc.

CO.,

oooooooeoc

OOC0eO4OOOOe)0

HIGHEST

DANCING AT SOCIETY BAIL

taken at a fair valuation.
FURNITURE

THE McBRAIN

CASH
FOR
YOUR
PRICE
RAILROAD
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
114
TICKET OFFICE,
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
I

Cold Ave.

BORRADA1LE & CO..

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

Colo. Fhone, 75.

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Are.

Plans to Get Rich
SKETCH TEAM,
are often frustrated by sudden break&
Byrd.
La
Richardson
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipation.
Iirace up and take Dr. King's
JEWISH IMPERSONATIONS,
New, I. ire I'llls. They take out the
H. Gibbs. materials that are clogging your energies, and give you a new start. Cure
MARIAN WHITING,
headache and dizziness, too. At all
Orpheum Monologist and Music. drug stores; '2oc, guaianteed.
HAMILTON SISTERS,
N. NaiHileono
bus opined the saTerpsichorean Artists. loon at Azano's grove ou llarelas road
near the bridge. He cordially invites
THE HUM4N MOCKING BIRD,
bis friends and the public In general,
A. Whistler. to call and See him. Tho place has
been refitted and a choice stock of
"AT O'RILEY'S," A Humorous Skit, lienors ami
wines will be kept on
Whiting & Gibbs. h.ind.
Tickets

i

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
through our three-floo- r

N. M.

35-3-

BENEFIT FOR

4

? BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

Mexico

THEATRE

5

"EMPRESS."

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
studio in rooms
Barnett block.
Seats on Sale Saturday, October 7, at Miss Kremer is a graduate
of the
Matcon's Book Store. '
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich.,
will teach voice
25c, 60c, 75c and $1. and piano. Missand
PRICES
Stillhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils In drawing
THE
and water colors. Studio hours from
U:30 to 12, I to 4:311.

CASINO

!

Sole Agents.

TUESDAY
A

Housewife

M. BERGER

MELINI & EAKIN

Deserted
Bride

HaDDV

114 West Copper Avenue.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

Albuquerque,

These splendid Hats

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

M.

A

flour

Bottled In Bond.

While
When

Finrr4rd
The

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimbie &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, I'erea, N. M.

TOP MONDAY

'

THE CELEBRATED

Everybody says so. What? That
the Zelger Cafe put up the best Saturday night lunch In town.

Globe-Democrat- .

111

You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for the price.
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

Everybody says so. What? That
puts up the
Wnlte Elephant
finest lree lunch la town Saturday
nights.

Kise, trim thy lamp; the feeble past
Behind thee put ami spurn.
With God it is not Boon or late,
So that thy light, now flaming great,
Doth ever fiercer burn,

HA WES

)'ol",oyo"r

the

The Washington Post Is Informed by a reliable corre- 22 224 412.
spondent, who has knowledge of Equitable affairs, that
Area in square miles: Hungary and Transylvania,
this company has for years maintained a fund called 103,20s ; Bohemia, 20,060; rest of Austria, 220,882.
in"protection fund," which has been used to prevent
imical legislation at Albany. He adds that he has no
doubt that the $i;ou,0uo for which Senator Depew was
responsible was money placed in his hands for political
SOME STORIES WISE
purposes, with a view to pr'itwtlug the Kquitable from
"Improper legislation." The "protection fund" was creAND SOME OTHERWISE
ated specifically for that purpose, ("an there be any
doubt that the other Insurance companies in New York
were compelled to protect themselves against lciii.-la- t ive
grafters in the same way?
Not Worth His Salt.
China, it is 6aid, has learned from the cii.ized
"When we say that a man is not worth his salt." said
bomb-throlug, and has commenced a phih'iogisi,
world the cllerts of
"we usL. an interesting and classic form of
the practice of It; but in that, as in everything else, they speech." says the St. Louis
"We go all
go directly contrary to the practice of the Caucasian. the way hack, in fact, to the time of the ancient
who
Among the white races, bombs are thrown at those
" The lioman winkers iu the salt mines were paid in
retard development of the race, by trying to hold ail
,
things In klatu quo. In China, however, the bombs were salt. The salt that they got in return for their labor was
thrown by the mossbacks, and the victims were the com- called their sal ariniii (sal sa.t), or salt allowance.
missioners appointed by the Chinese government to vblt
"The weird sai.irium, meaning sa t money, or allowwestern nutioiis and learn our advanced ways.
ance for salt, later ou was applied to the fees, or tips,
men got for odd Jobs. 'For patching my toa,' the noble
President J. J. Hill seems to have been talking a said,
will give that fellow a slight sa anuni a bit of
is:
utterances
good deal recently. One of his reported
money to buy salt with.'
"This liilaey thai the United States is getting control
"Finally sularium' came to mean wages, salary, what
of the markets of the world needs to be studied anil it does today. A salary is essentially salt money, and
honeMly answered. Because our highly protected manu- when we say a man Is not worth his salt we mean ho is
facturers are able, by reason of the hih prices they not worth paying wage to."
charge joii, to send abroad a certain portion of their
output, and sell It for half what you pay, we are not con- In a Public School.
quering the commercial world."
it was a warm day Just before the end of the term,
The friends of Joint statehood should make it a point and the youthful teacher Is telling a class of 0 year-oldthat the congressional party shortly to visit this territory in the Tenderloin what a prism is.
The cube and sphere are nu old story to tiiem now,
not return east witli only the
and Arizona,
statements as to wishes of the peop.e concerning but the prism is more difficult.
The teacher spends twenty minutes in strenuous
Joint e.
illustration and explanation. Then she asks hopefully:
"Hoys, are you sure that you all know what a prism
The 1. mlng Headlight, in its lust issue, renounces
Its ullcuiiiTice to the democratic party, and announces its is?"
"Yes, Ma'am," cborous the fifty.
intention f going it atone. However, the Koswell Record
"Then Johnnie O'Neill, you may use it In a senstl.l remains among the faithful.
tence."
I'p rises Johnnie and he announces with perfect
At the ane of thirty-eightJohn 1). Rockefeller, Jr.,
Is broken down with dyspepsia. What shall It profit a nian oonfidi nee.
"Me brudder f'hlmmio is In prison for six months."
if he inherits all the million., of the universe and his
New York Journal.
stomach pots back on him?
otlice-holilers- "

cj?Sf3 alpine

DERBY

Three Dollars is a very popular I lat price these days. It suits the average Man
many Men pay this price for a Hat, tiiey p;et all sorts of returns for their money

d

South Walter street.
FOIt SAL- K- Good resaurant, complete or partly furnished. Cheap, if
sold at once. 120 West Silver

The world hath sorrow, nothing more
To give or keep for thee;
Duty Is in that hidden flame,
And soaring Joy; then rise for shame
That thou so dark shouidst be.

K

cjtawt

LATE TO CLASSIFY

Hate

FOIt SAI.K

Though but a candle thou didst have,
Its trimmed and glowing ray
Viih God, no light
Is infinite.
Is great or small, but only bright,
As Is his perfect day.

PITH OF TROUBLE

7, 1905.

,

Pratt McLtan Green

t

ROCKEFELLER, JR. gives
page
The Citizen
this

OCTOBER

WILL READ PAPER BEFORE
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

HAST THOU A LAMP PUT

-

SATURDAY,

O0OOOOOOOO

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

I

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
i. ....... i...
mm
iii

i20 West Railroad Arrnoe

Third and Marquette

wmim
Wlnes,Brandl6$,Etc,
SAMPLB AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

ALliUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

7, 1905.

MINISTERS GATHER

M'CLURE WILL ASK

,

Where to Worship

CHANGE OF VENUE

AT LAS VEGAS

STOCK

Flrtt Methodist Episcopal Church

ing Presbyterian Synod
of New Mexico.
FOR

SESSION

THREE

TWO

DAYS

Special to The Citizen.
Las Venas, N. M., Oct. ".The Presbyterian Synod of New Mexico, comprising the two territories of Arizona
and New Mexico geographically, opened Its annual session last night at the
First Preabyterian church In this City.
The synod will continue In session
through today, Sunday and Monday.
Never In the history of an annual
haj the attendance been as great
as at the present meeting:
The names of the delegates present from the Presbytery of Arizona
are the Rev. Messrs. Lapsley A. McAfee, 13. I)., Phoenix; George Ixgle,
Douglas; Thomas C. Moffett, Tucson;
John E. Fry. Bisbee; Chas. H.
Oranado; Frank C. Reid,
Flagstaff;
Curry H. Love, Clifton;
Allan Krlchbaum, Morencl; J. L.
Kames, Florence; Alexander Black,
Fort Defiance; John Butler, Tuba;
and Elder E. A. Spaulding, Phoenix.
From the Presbytery of the Rio
Grande, the Rev. Messrs. H. C. Thomson, D. D., Albuquerqup; Hugh A.
Cooper, Albuquerque;
F. B. Fraser,
Socorro; Geo. W. Dunlap, Las Cru-ceJohn Mordy, laguna; John
Chas. E. Lukens,
Meeker, Portales;
M. D., Roswell; John R. Gass,
J. Sharp Phillips, Sliver City;
M. Matthlesori, Socorro; J. Y. Perea,
Pajarito; Theodore Hopping, Doming.
From the Presbytery of Santa Fe,
the Rev. Messrs. W. C. Buell, Taos;
Samuel Magill, Raton; George F.
Sevier, Santa Fe; John M. Whltloek,
Madrid, Mora;
Manuel
Lumberton;
Gabino Rendon, Santa Fe; Norman
Skinner, Ias Vegas; and Elders Jose
E. Cruz, Holman; Manuel Barcelon,
Ocate; Antonio Madrid, Las Vegas;
Abelino Aguirre, Pentisco.
The Rev. Dr. E. W. Work, of Colorado Springs, is present to represent
the interests of the Board of Home
Missions, and the Rev. John Inglis, of
Denver, to speak for the Board of
Foreign Missions.
ses-bio- n

Bier-kempe- r,

Ar-tesi-

CUT-OF-

PATTERN

F

FOR

OTHER WESTERN RAILROADS

J. V. Key, engineer supervising the
building of the Santa Fe cut-ofwith
headquarters at Belen, was in the city
between trains this morning, while
town to Kenfrom the cut-of- f
nedy, where the Santa Fe cut-of- f
crosses the Santa Fe Central.
Mr.
Key says that the heavy rock work In
Abo canyon will be completed within
sixty days. The placing of the bridge
girdeis on the seven bridges over
which the road passes In traversing
Abo canyon will begin the latter part
of next week. The work will be accomplished by the Missouri Bridge
company. These girders average 100
ieet In length and weigh between seventy and eighty tone each, and the
'hoisting of them to tue tops of the
atfejraging. Xrm eighty to. llu
feet In height, will be a feat in en
gineering worth witnessing.
Great
pains are being taken in the laying of
the roadbed, and Mr. Key says that
Is completed It will
when this cut-of- f
be a pattern in railroad building for
other western roads, so stable and
complete will it be in its every characteristic.
One feature in which It will differ
from other western roads is that the
bridges will be ballasted just the same
as the other part of the roadbed. A
platfoim will be laid on top of the
bridge girders, and a foot and a half
of ballast will fill in the space between the platform and the ties and
the rails.
e
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MONEY

METAl
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FAILED TO PAY FOR
DINNER HE ORDERED
GEORGE

HAYMAN
MUST SERVE
FIVE DAYS IN JAIL FOR TRYING
TO SECURE A MEAL ON HIS

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

CASES ARE

DISPOSED

AtnalKimatcd Copper
S.'.'i
American Sugar
I41i
S'.H
Atchison, common
113
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
"l'i
1"0:,4
Canadian Pacific
Presbyterian Church Preaching at Colo;
4t
ado Fuel & Iron
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.. conducted by
Chicago.
Western, common 21
Rev. Robinson.
Christian Endeavor c. & o Great
r.e
at 6:45 p. m. Sabbath school at 9:45 Erie, common
49a. m. A cordial Invitation extended Krie,
ft IV,
first
to all of these services.
Louisville & Nashville
ZZi,
.V
Missouri Pacific
104
Christian Church Meets in the Metropolitan
U'fiv;
Commercial Club .building. Services Mexican Central
25'S,
tomorrow morning and evening. Dr. New York Central
149
George Gould will lecture at the even- Norfolk
854
ing service on "The Divinity of the Reading, common
121-Christian Scriptures."
Pennsylvania
143i
'Rock Island, common
Baptist Church Sunday school at Republic Ironft Steel, common.. 33'4
24
9:50 a. ni. Preaching by the pastor at Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Special mu Southern
C9
Pacific
sic at morning service. At 3 p. m., St. Paul
180
study
Bible
class, conducted by Prof. Southern Railway
36
Tight. Young
Peoples' meeting at Tennessee Coal & Iron .
S7
p.
m.
6:45
Union Pacific, common
132
United States Steel, conmon.... 38
St. John's Eoiaconal Church Serv United States Steel, pfd
104"
ices tomorrow as follows: Holy com- Wabash, common
22 Vi
munion at 7:30 a. m. Sunday school Wabash, pfd
43
10
a. m. Morning prayer and ser O. & W., common
at
B3
mon at 11 a. m. Evening prayer and Greene Copper
26Vte
sermon at 7:30 p. m. All seats free.
A. G. Harrison, Rector.
Closing Stock Quotations.
York, Oct. 7. Closing prices:
New,
Special services will be held at Atchison
89
Temple Albert Sunday evening and all Atchison, pfd
104- day Monday, it being the Day of Atone- New York Central
149
ment. Special music has been ar- Pennsylvania
,
143
ranged under the direction of Prof. Southern Pacific
69
Krebs. The following sermons will be Union Pacific
132
delivered by Rabid Jacob Kanlan: Union- - Pacific, pfd
6
Sunday evening, "What Sins Doth God Amalgamated Copper ,
85
Forgive?" Monday morning, "Through United States Steel
'.'.'. 377!
to God." Monday TlnltAH sjtnt. st..i r.r,i
i.nii
afternoon, "True Peace." Services be- gin Sunday evening at 7:45, Monday,
Chicago Live Stock.
01 iv7 auu 111 me niieinoon at:
Chicaeo Oct 7 ratta noat..ta
3 o'clock.
Everybody la welcome.
3.0(10; maiket Fteady: beeves, $3.40
6.30; cows, $1.254.40; heifers, $2.10
Congregational Church On Broad4.90; good to prime steers, $5.40ffj)
way at the end of the viaduct, J. W. 6.35; mockers and feeders, $2.20
Harron, pastor. Morning service at 4.75.
11 o'clock. Rev. H. H. Tenney, of San
Sheep Receipts, 2,500; market was
Francisco, secretary of the American strong: natives, $3.10(ff5; westerns,
Board in California, will preach the $3.10((,5; yearlings, $4.90(5 5.60; lambs.
sermon. Dr. Tenney is a strong speak-e- $5.75ffj'7.S5.
and should be heard by a largo audience. Anthem by a quartet. SunProvisions.
day school at 10 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at
Chicago, Oct. 7. Closing quotations
6:30. Topic, "The Christian's Trials for today:
Evening service at
and Triumphs."
Wheat Oct., 83c; Dec, 84vsC
7:30. The pastor will speak on "The
Corn Oct., 50c; Dec,
Secret of Walking With God." Music
Oats Oct., 28lic; Dec, 28"4c
by chorus choir. We Invite you to
Pork Oct., $15.20; Jan., $12.42.
worship with us.
Lard Oct., $7.15; Jan., $6.85.
Ribs Oct., $8.62; Jan., $6.47.
Yom Klppur Sunday.
Regular services were held Friday
Kansas City Live Stock.
evening in the Jewish temple. SunKansas City, Mo.. Oct. 7. Cattle
day being Yom Klppur, or the day of Receipts, 1,500; market steady and
atonement, all of the Jewish people of unchanged.
Sheep Receipts, 300; market nomthe city will observe the day by repentance and devotion, and sins com- inally steady and unchanged.
mitted against God may be atoned for.
Money Market. ,
The holiday was ushered In last evenNew York, Oct. 7. Money on call,
ing and the observance will continue
nominal; no loans. Prlme.niercantile
until next Monday at sundown.
The day of atonement resembles the paper, 4i5f5 per cent. Bar silver.
Sabbath, Jn that all worii.is forbidden
for the general purpose of enhancing
New York Metal Market.
the joy of the festival. The second
holy day, although established because perNew York. Oct. 7. Lead and copsteady and unchanged.
of the uncertainty of the calendar, is
regarded aa of equal sanctity.
Spelter.
To rejoice and be cheerful and to
St. Ixiuls,
Mo., Oct. 7. Spelter,
give presents are the customs of the firm,
$5.854.
day. There will be services in the
temple at 7 p. m. Sunday, and beginSt. Louis Wool Market.
ning at 9:30 Monday morning will conSt. Louis, Mo., Oct. 7. Wool mar- tinue through the day.
ket steady and unchanged.

It is now a settled fact that the trial
of Amelio MeC.ure, the half breed negro, charged with .he brutal double
murder of Nicolas Sanchez and Car-me- l
Sena, two sheep men, who were
killed nt La I'osta crossing while on
their way t;i this city with a load of
wool lust J line, will not be heard at
this term of the district court.
Attnrmy W. II. Childers and Attorney W.
Heaeock appear as counsel
for the defendant and It is very probable that they will file a plea In abatement In behalf of their client. Failing
to get relief in this, it is said a
change of venue wiil be asked; on the
grounds that Wcause of the Intense
feeling against MeC.ure in this county, it would be Impossible to get a
jury that, would give him a fair trial.
This morning the case of Antonio
Barboria vs. Demetrio Mtiniz, the trial
of which commenced yesterday, was
given to the jury, which found a verdict of guilty on the second eount, that
of assault with a deadly weapon. Muniz was charged with assault with Intent to kill and assault with a deadly
weapon. The assault occurred some
months ago, Munla cutting Barboria
in the neck and back with a razor. Attorney Modesto Ortiz conducted the
defense.
The Jury did not hang In the case of
the territory vs. Bartoio Trujillo and
Mercedes Chaves, as it was thought it
would, but brought In a verdict late
yesterday afternoon.
The verdict
found Trujillo guilty of stealing the
sheep, but acquitted Chaves.
The court is making good headway
with the criminal docket and It is hoped to get through with ail the cases
set for trial at this term of court.
. IVES FOUND HEALTH

AND WEALTH IN NEW MEXICO

of Magda-lena- .
passed through the city this
morning en route to New York city,
his old home. Dr. Ives came west a
few years ago in quest of health. He
is an old friend of Ray Morley,
the
Columbia foot ball coach, and upon
Mr. Morley's advice, bought a flock of
sheep. These sheep he ran in western
Socorro couuty with great success.
Feeling quite recovered in health, Dr.
Ives sold his sheep recently at a good
profit, and now 'ae Is returning cast
with both health and wealth, to resume his profession as a physician.
Dr. B. S. Ives, recently

UNIVERSITY

i

The boys' literary society has adopted as Its name The Kliwa.
The following are the officers:
President,
Ralph Tascher; vice president, B.
Crawford; secretary, Horton; treasurer, Heald; prosecuting attorney, Bryan.
Thursday's Assembly exercises consisted of declamations as follows:
Hugh Bryan, "Going It Aione;" Bessie
Brown, "A Telephone Romance;"
Boatright, "Supposed Speech of John
Adams;" Gillett Cornish, "The Blacksmith." Yesterday morning, Mr. Crum
occupied the period with a reading
from Tennyson's Idylls,

I

Women's Outing Night Gowns, full size, in good
quality of Outing Flannel for
65c Each
Women's Plain White Outing Gowns, made of best
SI.OO Each
Outing, extra full and long, on sale at
Women's Outing Night Gowns in plain Pink and
Blue, best quality Outing, priced for this sale at S I 5 Each
Women s Short Outing JCn
Women's Outing Flannel
Flannel Petticoats for
50c
Long Underskirts for
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and Dressing Sacques
.
.
.
.
for
.
65c
Long Outing Flannel Kimonas
Women's
"
in Plain and Fancy at
SI. 50 to S2.25 Each
FOR CHILDREN A fine line of Outing Flannel Night
1

--

fJu

ana unaer oiarts

vjrowns

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
0

We

fill

R KMC KIT LlKF.

In

Special Prices
On the Following

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

$12 Refrigerators
$9
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.... $fl.7S
W China Tea Sets
$6
40c cnina Salad Bowls
25c
Decorated1 Havlland China, at 20

per cent discount

75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers........ 20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c 8team Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$1030

Our prices are the lowest

Albert Faber,

Tea and Coffee Co.
118

Mr. A. M. Wynne,

A

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the "celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

er

Temple, Texas.

j

Dear Sir:
In reply to your letter of the 19th inst., addressed
to M e.ssrs. Craycroft Bros. & Dyer, which has been
forwarded to us, I beg to say that I can of my ' own
knowledge assure you that the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company has never given one cent to Republican
or Democratic Campaign funds, local, state or national,
and my knowledge extends back for thirty years or more.
Nor are any expenditures made, not consistent with the
most rigid economy and the utmost consideration in the
interests of all of our policy holders. The Company has
never speculated in finance, but invests its funds for a
permanency and I further know that no one contected
with the Company has ever participated in any of its
investments, or made any profit thereby. No one connected with the Company represents any of the Banking
houses through w hich the Company buys its bonds. The
fidelity
the administration of our trust is constat t and
without equivocation.
Yours truly,
(Signed l 'Ki.hi KK'K
i:i m ;i l
l'i vsident.
I

i

--

3

e

Teas, Coffee, Extracts
Spires and Baking Powders.

BUTTKIt and COGS

v.

i

VI

'

11D.

Residence

A. BORDERS, run,rl
Black or White Hearse,

5.00.

Auto

phone,

Director and tTmbnlmer

Commercial Club Building
CITT UNDERTAKER.

-

- '.'

taurant.

.

i

1

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors' Association.
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

S. T. VANN, O. O.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
heuilar he and nervous strain.
Ollice Room y. Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets? long
time contracts, as you wish; lowem

President

rates.

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea

your heart and warm your boas
when Its cold. F1.1 your bins tot
next winter now and avoid the raak

i

0. W. Strong's Sons

LOOK

American Rlock coal, the best Galls
mined, ('errlllon Lump, the standard
heating coal. AH sizes of bard eoai

ISI.OCK.

fe
2

Superintendents
Falrvlew
San' a liarhara Cemeteries.

'

.

iv

and

Second St., Both Phones.

New Cure for Cancer.
suifarf! cancers are now known
to be eural.lo. by liucklen'B Arnica
Salve. Jan. Walter, of Duffield, Va.,
writes: "1 nad a cancer on my lip
for year, that seemed Incurable, till ()
llu.Ale'i'ji Arnica Salvo healed it, and
now it Is perfec tly well." Guaranteed
cii;e
cuts ami burns. 25c at all
All

No. 289.

t v.;v;f

f

,

Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

2'U 211 N.

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Cell phone,

;
.

fp

!r

Don't wait fer an explosion
way.
with gas the
huL-.an-

IVE8, THE FLORIST.
Fresh Cut Flowers.

It

'

T--

.....

y"

MONUMENTS.

Fine Stationery

316.

-

.

The Colorado Telephone Co.

UNDERTAKERS

Auto phone,

r'

C00C0XD000OO00

STRONG

i:4

-

We handle our own brands
of BiiUor and can guarantee the freshness and good
quality. All our highest
Krado of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Phono Blaok 78

,

O. A. MATSON & CO.

0

Electrical Pumping Plants

West Silver Ave.,

Complete Stock

0

305 Railroad Avtane

Electric & Construction Co.

Southwestern

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

905.

?

And also a full line of

THE DUKE CITY
1

con, new de-

Curtains, Port icres and Draperies

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

INSURANCE COMl'AN

?road Street,
Newark, N. ., Sept. 25,

752

.cr the Fall

and Winter
signs In

Carpets. Rugs, Matting. Linoleum,

Offtfr to supply you with anything

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

TlIK MUTUAL

are showlnt

0

We

NOTICE TO POLICY HOLDERS

j

liest remedy for that often fatal disease in, up. It has l.een used wi'h
A
a till.
in ( .ir family for ciLt vears."
P.iguate. Valencia county, ten miles
Mrs. I.. Whi'ea.-reliuffalo, N. V.
mirth of l amina and three miles south
o
of l'.IU).
John M. Chaves has been
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
appointed liost master.
better cook with safe gas.

- Dressing Sacques - Kimonas

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

'

tions for the Santa Fe railroad, on the
site of a proposed dam.
The heating plant is nearly complet.
ed. The building for the boilers will
also contain the janitor's quarters'.
Pipes covered with asbestos lead to
the different buildings, where the
rooms are. to be heated by steam radiators,
The first football game of the season was played this afternoon at the
Indian school between the Varsity and
the Menaul school. The following was
the line-u- p
of the University team:
Center, Selva; right gu3rd, Crawford;
left guard, Wells; right tackle, K.
Heald; left tackle, Ross; right end,
Maguire; ieft end, Mayo; right half
back, Smith; left half back. Allen;
quarter back, Bryan; full back, Dona-hy- .

At last night's session of the InvesMAN ARRESTED ON .COMPLAINT! tigating
and auditing committee of the
OF W. H. GREER, ORDERED RE late fair,
home inter sting testimony
LEASED BY THE COURT.
was adduced from Secretary Sellers,
who
was
sent for and who was on the
William Huntington, of the Jeiui-for several hours. The sechot springs, who was arrested Wed- "rubber"gave
retary
some facts, showing the
nesday on complaint of W. H. Greer,
of this lily, who charged Huntington reasons for the d licit of something
with the larceny of a tdintgun,
was over J.'.ooo for the last fair. Figures
given a heating late yesterday after- on the books show that the deficit of
the
lair of J,U'S.n7. have develnoon before Police Judge Chawford.
It took the court but a short time oped to over l.'.Kuo, and of course this
to see thai the evidence of the pros- difference, of over $7uo will have to
ecution was entirely too Himsy to jus- be i xplaiued. W. H. Greer, luesident
tify tli.- - holding lit the defendant, and jof the late fair, and A. U. McGaffey,
of the l'.tot lair, will pruba- he was promptly ordered released. iprcsidint
Hiintit.gton has alwavs borne a good bly appear before the meeting tonight.
reputation and as ery indignant at
Special sale cf fine Bath Robe
his arrest.
Hankets, jn.st the thing for your win- Mr. drier agreed ' pay the expense' ter
Hath Robe. Choice, $2 each. See
of I liter it g: on s trip to Albuquerque window
display at the Golden Kulei
and to reimburse him for the time he Dry Goods company.
had lo.-- t by reason of bis arrest, there-tore, tue ase was dropped.
U
"lr. Thomas' Electric
the

Night Gowds - Under Skirts

44-m-

President Tight Is at Blnewater, N.
M., making some geological Investiga-

j

OUTING FLANNEL. GARMENTS

d

NOTES

to

--

.

c

DR. B

"SPECIAL SALE"

i

Sollle, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.
by the pastor and 7:30 p. m. Sunday
WITH schoolp. atm. 9:45 a. m. Junior League
at 3
Senior League at 7:30 p.
m. Strangers made welcome.

NERVE OTHER POLICE COURT
NEWS.
George Hayman was taken in by the
police last night on a charge of
vagrancy and this morning was sentenced to 6erve five days in Jail by BANKERS AND THEIR
Police Judge A. J. Crawford. Hayman
went into a downtown restaurant last
FINE SPECIAL TRAIN
night and ordered a dinner. After
he had partaken of the meal he atChicago, Oct. 7. Nearly 500 bank
tempted to leave the restaurant without paying for it. His only excuse ers and prominent men of finance of
the west started from here today in
was that he had no money.
George Vancott, who up to a few the "bankers' special," over the Big
weeks ago, was employed as a hostler Four railroad to attend the national
at the Ionihm club livery stable, was (convention of the American Bankers'!
arraigned in police court this morning association, which will open in Washon the charge of stealing a pair of ington next Wednesday.
The train consists of ten of the finest
horse clippers from the barn. He
pleaded guilty to the charge and was ' Pullman cars, four open section sleep-- j
sentenced to thirty days in the county et s, two compartment sleepers, a buffet
library, an obseivation car and two of
jail.
S. G. Polk, employed as a cook In a Ithe Big Four's new dining cars.
In addition to the regular porters,
Railroad avenue restaurant, got into
an argument with William Mtirgle, a 'there will lie negro maids and bar-- '
waiter in the restaiiiant, and a liuht hers. Among the other leatures of!
took place. Murle received a badly the train will be salt baths, a ticker'
disfigured e( in the encounter and service for receiving market, l
had Polk arretted on the charge of as- and a wireless telegraph outfit.
At Indianapolis, two cars of the In-- '
sault and battery. He pleaded guilty
in police cmirt this morning and was diana Hankers' association will Join;
i he party.
The train will go via Cln-- j
lined $ ami costs, which he paid.
Iciimati and Old Point Comfort, whence
the bankers will go to Washington,'
HUNTINGTON DISCHARGED
via the Potomac river on a special
FOR LACK OF EVIDENCE steamer.

Postoffice Established.
poMotlioe lias lu eu estaljlihind

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

WOOL

Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Morning
Noted Murder Trial Will Not seivlee
at 11 a. m. Epworth League
at 6:30 p. m. Evening Bervlce at
.Closing quotations Received by Levy
Ce Heard at This Term
p.
7:30
m.
B.os., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan.
Harnett Building.
Highland Methodist Church J. M. '
of Court.

Many Attending Annual Meet-

IN

MARKETS

THE

PAGE FIVE.

WOOD

Factory wood. 3.00 full load; Gres
Mill wood, $200 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

ICIOI

Sseh'H Mkuclh

Medicine

Hut much qiulity you want wiv n buying dnina. An ounce of medicine rightly n.adu is worth a bu ketful of stuff carelessly compounded witli dru-'- s of uncertain quality.

Our

con.-tantl- y

and goods.

oo

growing business

atte.-t-s

B. H. BRIQCS

First St. and Gold Ave.

thd quality cf our work

CO.- -

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Homo Restaurant

Roth Phones,

Have your floats built nd sign work
done by Stacy A Co., the only union
American
cooking;
Mexiall
cook
alo
jn writers in town. Quier's old
can dishes a specialty. Snort orders.
Auto phone, 454; Colorado
Meals served at all hours. Old Town, stand,
phone, 52.
south cf court house.
NICK FRANCO.
COETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

ALIiUQUEKOUE KVKNING C1TIZEK

PAGE 8IX.

ESSAY ON HAPPINESS, ITS

MOST

ANYTHING

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

8ATURDAY,'0CT0BER

7, 1905.

fif?EJ3IL2

CHARACTER AND CONTENTS

Crowds In St. Petersburg cheered
DEMINQ MAN
BIRTHDAY.
CELEBRATES
when the body of a general killed at
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
2. Moore's
Port Arthur arrived in the city. Those
Last Tuesday was
BETWEEN
tne Dent
liirt relay,
Russians seem to know who Is entitled seventy-thirThe dictionary Is the liook to which cry, unmarrcd by violation of Its to cheers.
In re was a pleasant
ing
Otaphlc.
THIRD STREETS
laws, nor rendered
surprise at his limine in the evening
one naturally looks for definitions; fundamental
Hence, children
by neglect.
I lollingworths
callthe
and
Cliffords
but In the rase of happiness, diction- should b taught this fundamental
ing to congrai i. ne him and wish him
ary punting affords little aid and less fact by illustration at home and Inmany
t'ac day. During the
returns
The dictionary neaieet structions at sch-'.l- .
satisfaction.
by Oakey
evening he
it.
V
Its
which
kr.ows
cue
is
A
mind
Clifford and Claud llo'.nngsworth.
to hand at this writing, gays: "Etuics: duty sane
It
duty
self,
and
u
a state of being, more or less per- duty to
I 7
The
others, duty to God.
BRICK INDUSTRY FOR
manent, in which Is experienced a
form
FORTUNATE EDDY COUNTY
large measure or the full cor ; leiuei.t knowledge ofam:duty comes only
the three great
.1. T. Bond, v ho will Install the elec
of pleasures, especially of the higher Instruction,of manVnd
the fc.mlly flrc-iiltric light plain at Artesia, Eddy counIntellectual and moral kinds."
teachpulpit,
the
ministerial
the
ty, decided to
if brick could not be
This detlnition is uotcd nurd to
However, it, er's chair shou! realize t i i force of
made from thi clay of that section. He
show its inadequacy.
expanding
obligation
have
to
the
accordingly secured the services of an
makes one distinction worthy of re- their
mind thoroughly imbued wiih
expert brlckni:'.k r, w ho has tested the
membrance. Happiness may be class human
requisite
knowledge
time
at the
material and fln.ls that It makes a pro
ified as permanent or temporary. To this
readily
reimpressions
when
most
are
duct of cooil n i.ilitv and which does'
the first kind, only, this article shall ceived and most tenaciously
retained.
not crumble. Arrangements will be I)
be confined.
sage
0
A
days
of
declared the
other
made to manufacture brick on a large
Happiness Is to the mind what
the
Him
Sack.
Giving
In
be
things
to
nature
subllmest
inimedlaiely.
r
scale
health Is to the body. Some one has three
a storm-swep- t
ii
0
"Remember, my boy, 'All the world's
defined health i.s :he harmony cf the the starry vault of night,
sea. and the conception of a stage,' and "
THE STORE OF JOHN
physical man with its environment.
realizaKENNEDY BURGLARIZED.
There can be no
"Yes, and there a a big crowd or
It the postulate Just laid down be humanof duty.
permannet happiness without fellows
Early the other morning the store
true, then happiness Is the harmony tion comprehension
want to be managers."
who
In
Its
of duty,
of John Kennedy at Gallup, was burg- of man's mentality with it environ- the
"I hear you fellows in the 31st ward arlzed. The brnglar broke one of the
ment.,- In neither case must the ac- threefold fields, and Its punctilious
have nominated a prize fighter for lrge glasses in the show window and
tion of the mind upon the body In performance.
When this broad foundation has alderman."
gained an entrance to the building. A
refernce to health or the action of the been
laid, happiness has been secured.
hammerless shotgun and a quantity of
"That's right."
body upon the mind in the matter of
may
"You ought to know a prize fighter clothing were stolen. In breaking the
Happiness, be eliminated from, the en- But happiness, like religion Rself,
It is extremely difficult on the one hand be lost or on the can't be elected to any office In the window the burglar cut his hand, for
vironment.
hand be cultivated Into fuller ward. He'll be beaten, sure."
there was a smear of blood about the
for one with a jaundiced liver to be other
"Maybe, but he's never been counted window, and some of the clothing
A dreadful combination, that of Friday and 13. but Globe Store customers will be less
happy. On the other hand the mind fruition of flower and fruit. Many exwhich the thief took from the store
may rise upon the wings of faith and terior circumstances are contrlbutlve out."
fearful after making purchases on Friday, October 13, and for 13 days thereatter.
happiness, upon
and afterwards dropped, were covered
love Into the bright sunshine of peace to the expansion of
Notwithstanding
a
body and
of
fact
the
foundation
the
sound
the
that
no
Kennedy
Idea
blood.
Mr.
with
body
has
joy,
lies
the
battered
while
and
sane mind. But three will be noticed. custom In that city Is against It, Phil- as to the Identity of the burglar.
in the da;k vale of disease, tortured Jy They
are:
adelphia has candidates this fall who
pain and consumed by the immlss.ines
First, K)ssession of a competency are running.
SHEEP MEN GET MUCH
of aproachlng death.
DESIRED PERMISSION
This writer once knew a fair young of this world's goods. By this is not
blood,
cold
and
In
killed
"You
them
The modifications in the proposed
woman, whom an acciden' in child- meant that man should make hima
you
mercy,"
no
can
said
show
of the bureau of animal indus
Invalid self to be like "the ass whose back
hood had made a
Judge to a prisoner, found orders
try, asked for by the territorial sheep
for life. Pain was her eo i :tant com- with ingots bows," in order to bear his Cleveland
senmen,
two
killing
guilty
of
and
he
panion, and her wants required the heavy riches a day's Journey till death toneed him to serve seven years In the sanitary board so that sheep for In
OF
ministry of others as In tho days of unloads him. But a simple compet penitentiary. How many men must a terstate shipment could be dipped at
carklng cares may not
the ranches before being sent to the
her Infancy. Yet was she the Idol of ency, so thatserenity
man
In
bo
to
to
kill
Cleveland
entitled
of his mind with
the
shipping point, have been made. Dr.
her family, the beloved of the com- disturb
L. Metsker, Inspector in charge of the
munity, the amazement of those met fears of the future; that he may not mercy?
bureau In. the territory, says the Oli
her for the first time. Never a dread the coming of the wolf of want,
WAS ONCE THE HOME OF ZACHARY TAYLOR, JEFFERSON DAVIS, HENRY M. STANLEY AND GEN.
building?"
large
owns
"Who
that
ver City Independent, has received
sign of Impatience, never a murmur with snarling teeth and extended asked his friend from another city.
SAM HOUSTON CENTER OF AN AREA WHERE NOTORIOUS OUTLAWS HAD
fangs
recogbis
fireside;
to
be
at
sit
that
to
orders
department'
from
the
regret
at
or
at her
of rebellion
fate
FLOURISHED.
That building, replied the man
Irreparable losses. But ever and al- may not at death leave his loved ones who lived In the town, "Is owned by a nize certificates of dippings made by
ways, a pleasant smile, a cheerful to the cold charity of a too often dancing teacher. He came here fif- the sheep sanitary board's Inspectors
word, a loving glance, a sympathetic heartless world; that he may be re- teen years'ago and opened a dancing when sheep are found to be free from
y
tear for another's woes. Her life was lieved from tue deadening drudgery school and made a little money, which scab upon inspection.
"meY fztAajrr
Mill
faf&Xll
a poem cf peace, a hymn of happi- of excessive toil; that he may have he invested in real estate. He kept on
ness. Her bedside was the very gaie wherewith to satisfy the natuial and with the school and continued to In- CARLSBAD CLUB ABOUT
ACTIVITY
TO RESUME
of heaven to those privileged o ap- Innocent desires of mind and body vest In real estate, and has steadily
for recieatlon and amusement, for so- advanced. And he
The meeting at the olllce of McLen- proach It.
runs
still
his
athen & Tracy, says the Sun, was well
The postulate already laid down, cial intercourse and intellectual de- dancing school."
that happiness is to the mini what velopment. Therefore, be diligent? In
how it Is. He became rich attended and the sentiment seemed
"I
see
unanimous for an organization to ad
health is to the boiy, assumes that business.
step by step."
vance the Interests of the town. The
iiapp.ness is a mental condition ani Second, the possession of a mind
not an accumulation of physical sur- well tutored to the precision of
"It's time you found a clew," said Commercial Club was found to be
alive and with considerable
roundings. In other words, the basis thought, stored with knowledge care- the chief. "Haven't you got a single quite
1
funds on hand, though it had not had a
ft 1
of happiness lies in one's self and not fully acquired, and rendered acute and thing? '
exmeeting
months
six
the
and
for
in the abundance of material things logical by the habitual use of sound
"Nothing more than that the bur
possessed. Herein lies a vital errj.-mad- reasoning. "Where ignorance Is bliss glary was committed by a woman," re penso of running cut oft also. Now if
many.
rent of the club rooms can be made
by
They seek happiness 'tis folly to be wise." Is an old saw, as plied the local Sherlock Holmes.
reasouab.e tho members are all in fav
from externality, forgetful that it lies false as It is antiquated. The trouble
"How do you know that?"
In the mind alone. The billionaire seeks is in the "Where," for no such
"Because the chest with the silver or of opening up agaiu, which 1 wil
hen
probably be done next week.
ClDBiTHOtit
lor additional wealth with all the "Where" has ever yet been found. was unlocked with a hairpin."
V: eagerness he displayed In gaining hi3 Nowhere can It be truthfully said that
the club will probably have lot) mem-4V mAA
nrnin
i
-may
In
much
a
few
months
and
bers
Nearly
all
;
WMBUXT'.,..:-:..,-.'.:..,,
the people in Chicago
first live thousand, and he Is no more Ignorance is bliss, or highest happi-npssI
It.
expected
from
be
satisfied now tnan then.
for the Ignoramus differs but who opposed tho election of the pr.es
mayor
because he favored munic
A rich man chanced to overhear a slightly in his capacity for pleasure ent
Fort Gibson, I. T., Oct. 7. This, the
poor woman at a wash tub bemoaning from the frolicsome colt that roams ipal ownership of street railways are' OLD TIMERS LEAVE THF
town In the territory, the richoldest
PERMANENTLY
TERRITORY
abusing
now
him because he has not
to herself the hardness of her lot, the amidst the meadows green. The enin
Derbysnire
and legendary lore, will
- sr historic
est
C.
left
Mrs.
F.
Mr.
and
?
weariness of labor, the Inequality of joyments of each are exclusively phy- carried out his plans.
;
4.
Silver City for California, where they be the capital If the movement for sepdistribution in worldly goods, and how sical; and It Js only by the cultivaA
Denver
girl
eloped
having
make
change
to
Just
expert
to
locate, the
badly she needed a little money. "My tion of the mind that man rises above
arate statehood wins. The constitugood woman," said the rich man, "how the brute.
"Therefore, my son, get her marriage romantic. She ought to been made necessary by reason of tional convention at Muskogee de- plans
to
went
elope
They
or
make
Derbyshire's
health.
four
three
Mrs.
much money would make you perfestly wisdom and with all thy getting get
cldod upon Sequoyah as the name of:
times a year.
to San Francisco, where they vlll re- the new state, and Fort Gibson as the
happy?" She replied that $100 would understanding."
l
1
has
of
place
residence
a
main until
B .fr
fill her cup of joy to the brim He
on the
It Is
Third, the possession of a happy
Sarah: Morrltz, you oughtn't to s been decided upon. Mr. Derbyshire rcapital. city.
,
. located
. , ..
11.... t
handed her a bill of that denomina- family clrcule. The man who can go
uuit-uuu
urana
iwo
iium iuc.
river
had been a resident of Grant county Arkansas
tion, and before she even thanked forth under his umbrella Into a stormy leep here at the concert.
river, In the Cherokee na- Morrltz: No danger of a person f for the past twenty-thre- e
years, the
tilm, she exclaimed: "What an old night, and say,
n. Population and business inter
"Who cares if It does ailing asleep in such a noise.
greater portion of which time he was ests are small oecause me tjuerimeea
fool I was not to say five hundred!"
rain? We are
here!" can never
engaged in mining, and in which busi- for years did everything to keep the
Happiness does not consist In the know happiness all
negaother
of a
ness he had been very successful. Mr. white man out.
A
abundance of things possessed. Diog- tive character. But hethan
MAGNETIC
HEALER
happy
the
'A
THS OU xfSfF ZblYJ MOUS
Mrs. DefyBhlre are deservedly
and
enes in bis tub, whom Alexander ibe man, indeed, whose little Is
It has been the abiding place of
clamber
popular and the news of their removal some
Great asked what he could do for lilm, about his knees or placdones
GOD
WROTE
TO
men,
most
the
noted
and
of
the
baby
from New Mexico will be received most desperate outlaws in the counreplied, "Only to get out of my Bun arms about his neck while their
they whl
shine.
This Diogenes was happier per their cooing words of love; tie, BUT THE HEALER RECEIVED NO with sincere regret by their many try. J. S. Holden, the grizzled vet- was captured In 1905, after a
the penitentiary.
friends, who wltl wish them every suc- eran who edits the Fort Smith Post, chase, and sentenced to forty-fiv- e
wan that same Alexander, with all
fntllQr that
kl.
Jim French, who died with Is boots
ANSWER
TO ALL HIS PRAY cess in their new home.
fcls wealth success and renown; for ful
years in the penitentlary.- knows all about them.
ARS.
ds and counseled his buddine
on.'Belle Starr, a picturesque lady desDlogones lived contented In his tub, nopes, now
terIn
town
upon
the
the
is
"This
oldest
leans
his arm, as the
The Dalton hrother flnnrtntnart horn perado, who rode better and, ehot
ROSWELL ARRANGES FOR
while Alexander went because there tottering steps draw near
Mrs. Annie Miller, who has asked
to the val
ODD FELLOWS' HOME. ritoiy," he said, "having grown from untll 1892 wnen they attempted the quicker than any man in the territory,
were no other nations for him to con- ley of the shadow; he, who
a
for
of
1818.
divorce
in
the
suit
post
a
military
sees the
established
TObbery of two banks at Coffeyvllle. lived in Fort Gibson. A score of lesser
composed of R, H.
A committee
quer. Contentment of mind with
mother that bore' him, with dimmed brought against her by her husband McOJune, M. U. FInley, Dr. E. M. Fish- Among the officers w no commanded Kan
Hnvlleht. Thev nnrtrtir h lights, who stole horses, pillaged the
of conduct are the main- eye but happy heart, seated beside his Charley Miller, a magnetic healer liv er,
Zachary
Taylor,
afterwards
was
robbery in an effort to beat all outlaw stores and committed murder, flourMajor Mark Howell and Dr. C. B. here
springs of happiness. A contened mind fire; he, the wife of whose bosom ing at Jansen, stating that she did not
wuu
records. Three of th hrnfhora .nH ished for a brief spell, and were shot
that was named Monday even- preaiaem, una jeneraon jjbvib,
Is a continual feast. Godliness wl;h grows dally fairer to his sight and understand the nature of the paper Lukens,
ing at a meeting of the Odd Fellows, became president of the confederate two a88i8tants were In the enterprise In regular order or sent to
penicontentment is great gain.
dearer to his heart, though time is when the summons was read to her. met with the directors of the Roswell states. When Davis was a lieutenant All were klIled by coffeyvllle citizens tentiary.
They have no successors.
The first essential to happiness, as plowing his furrows on her brow and has brought out some rather startling Commercial club last night, says the he eloped with Miss Bettie Taylor, except one of the brothers.
He was Fort Gibson is th3 center of a peacethe ancients considered it, is a sane sifting the silver threads among the letters, which she alleges that her Roswell Record, and arrangements daughter of Zachary, and they were fi!l6(i wrtn iead, captured
and sent to ful region.
mind In a sound body. It has already glossy braids of her hair he, who has husband wrote to God, says the Trln were
They
here
lived
.
made by which the club Is to married in Arkansas.
been seen that the latter Is not an these things, in addition to a sane Idad Chronicle.
with in a two story double log bouse until
have a committee to
absolute essential, but undoubtedly it mind in a sound body, a sufficiency
bne states that her husband Is a this Odd Fellow committee in super- Davis was called to service In the
Is a great conaucent. it Is vastly more of worldly prosperity,
and a mind fanatic, and as evidence of this fact intending the completion of arrange- Mexican War, where he achieved dis-- .
easy to be happy when the mind Is stored with
gathered riches of she produced the following letter, ments for the location of the Odd Fel- Unction. Gen. Robt. E. Lee, Gen. Al-the
boused in a sound and vigorous body, knowledge, certainly has all the hap- which she says he wrote In 1903:
lows' home In Roswell, and they will bert Sidney Johnston, Gen. Scott, Gen.
uninjured by dissipation or debauch- - piness that early life can hold.
"Charley Miller, living at Trinidad also perform the work of a building MeClellan, and many others, who were
to be starved to death; one who trust committee. President G. A. Richard- distinguished in the Civil War, came
ed the Lord ever since he was 6 years son of the Commercial club, named here on tours of Inspection.
old and never received any answer to the following committee to serve iu
"Henry M. Stanley, the African exall his prayeis. AIL. the unrlghtness this capacity: K. A. Cahoou, N.Jaffa, plorer, taught school, and the bulbllng
has been rewarded with trouble
J. A. Graham, L.. K. McGaffey and R. where he presided over the rising gen"Out of fifteen years of hard labor F. Burnett.
eration Is one of the landmarks.
I have not earned enough to buy me
"Gen. Hazen, while residing here,
a decent suit of clothes. The damd-es- t AN ITEM OR TWO FROM
married Miss McLean, of Cincinnati,
lio evertold, Is this, that the Lord
DEMING'S HOME LIFE who a few years ago became the wife
helps."
B. V. King, who came here about of Admiral Dewey.
.u
uivoree suit tne woman asserted that her husband I of used to
up
proves
Here,
by
he
mathematical three years ago sutl'ering with tubercu"Ja.s. G. Blaine was a visitor here
Sunday morning and accompany her to church. She said,
rise for
that all his wages have losis, from North Carolina, left last and a spell of sickness prolonged his
th'S tourie a detriment to her children's mor deductions
been earned by himself, and Just what Wednesday for his home and consid- stay over a period of six weeks.
amounts they have been, and contin- ers himself entirely weh.
His many Washington Irving wrote his "Tales of
it came out in the evidence that her husband ues:
.
I K illing certainly
hope that a Traveler' in-in
tent just outside of
friends
ppent the week at Indoor, brain wmk ami th.f Sim.
"The damdest lie ever told Is that he is all right.
tho parade ground. In 1848 Ixing-ftiloday was practically his day of recreation.
He rewards those who trust him.
ly
been
came, and much of the scenery
If he had been a farmer, doubtless It would have Now, Lord, if you are so blind that you ingMrs. John Lester, who has several
hereabouts Is described in 'Evangethe point of death for
been a pleasure to him to attend tho village church can't see me or so deaf that you can't days atpast
reported to be sightly line.'
and sit quietly during the sermon; but to a man hear me, why, then print such fool- better this ismorning,
and there is not
"tlen. Pain Houston was long a resiwho does something very like sitting in
I
ready
am
ishness.
to
confess to the a soul in the community but is siu dent of Fort Gibson. Here it was that
church all
week, who is engaged miietlv in
world. God must be dead or is cettlnir cerely wishicg sho may recover soou. he married Tahilhina Rogers, a beauman you could set no harder task than to listen to' too old to hear or see any more.
MONDAY - PLC
W. C. Wallis has sold his lumber tiful Cherokee maiden. She died in
uuuuny sermon.
is WOrk to him; hard, unre- Where are your promises? All lies like yard and hardware business to the ls:iS. A year ago I interested some
lenting toil. And yet. he reads In his Bible that one these? Please lot me know."
Crescent Lumber company, who will citizens in the mattery and we caused
should rest on the Sabbath. Rest, Indeed, Is what
Judge Rons took Mrs. Miller's ap- hereufter, ur us soon as the yards can the removal of her remains to the
his whole nature, body and soul, Is crying out for plication for a new trial under
be stocked, keep a fui and complete national cemetery here."
But rest is another term for change. A change is
Among the notable people burled
line of lum!er of hand at all times.
absolutely essential to rest.
And
is
to
in the cemetery was the Seminole
expect such a man to work overtimeIt by unfair
AND
VALLEY
FROM
attending
THE
Don't Borrow Trouble.
chief, Billy Bowlegs, who fought with
church.
TOWN OF ESTANCIA Osceola in the battle of Wahoo swamp,
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything,
The truth must be acknowledged l,efnr
hQ but tho worst thing you can possibly
Camilo Artgon brought in a giant where Gen. Dade was killed and the
consideration can be met. And this is truth. Ask your uorrow, is trouble, w nen sick, sore,
which weighed thirty-eigh- t
American troops routed.
TUEJPAY-P- tt
A
"lain working rnenus. anil see what t in mnlm-itheavv uearv anrl umyint hv th pounds. Had Don Cunulo brougnt ims
F 0111 the notables Editor Holden
say. Then watch and see how manv of them mtenrt nalns and nolsons of dvsneimla lilitnns. to tho fair ae would no doubt have
off
branched
to
Chero
the
notorious
church.
You'll find, most likely, that more approve "ess, urigtit 4 disease, and similar In carried away a premium, as it is larkee Bill, whose blood was a mixture
of going than practice It.
ternal disorders, don't sit down and gert than any shown there.
, !
of white, negro and Cherokee, who
n.t
And there you have the thing. In a nutshell:
brood
your
symptoms,
ar.uuu,
over
fly
yai
nine
ui
but
for
iiev. iuos j
It
the list. He shot men for the
Isn't original cussedness, but human necessity, that relief to Electric Bitters. Here you A.buciuerque Boys Industrial school. heads
fun of kmi
bb d gtoreg
anJ
keeps them away.
will find sure and permanent forget- - spent a busy Sunday Iu Kstancia. In wil
Until our civilization Is able to produce some fulness of all your troubles, and your the morning he preached in Spanish
A' gentleman named Proctor ranged
kind of pnysical culture religion that will meet their body will not be burdened by a load of at the home or George A. Moirison u h(.,.eabout8.
,8 years ago they
needs, do humor hubby along, and let him have his debt disease. At all druggists. Price ho afternoon he assisted Rev. Brewer arraij,ui,( h,mAbout
or tr,a, ,n aj Iujan
YVCDNr5TRcoffee in bed, and loaf in his smoking Jacket till noon, &"c (luaianteed.
The proceedings weie lnter- nuu spend flis anernoon in tne sunlight Is he will.
m rupted by some shooting.
nouse,
IU uio evening pi
Eleven
Heavy, impure blood, makes a mud Englishuini
Then he will be good tendered: for a rested
at the Estancia hotel. At the linen were killed. Including the Judge,
complexion, headaches, latter service two infants were bap- man is naturally so. A tired man kicks the cat and "J- - P'mply
and a deputy United
swears at the biied glri. He will have a lot of uauoi-a,- , uiuigesiion. inn ood makes tized. Alfred Milton, sou of Mr. and 'iwo jurymen
marshal. Eight of the deaths
natural piety If you let him rest. And an ounce of you weak, pale, sickly. Burdock Blood Mrs. Willie Dow, and Elsie Isabel, States
were
of Mr. Proc
natural piety Is worth pounds of the cultivated kind. bitters makes the blood rich, red, pure daugbti r of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dow. tor. credited to the skill
ALTON OLSEN. THE CLEVELAND ANARCHIST. WHO, WHEN
restores pertect health
A good natured dad, who doeBu't go to church, will
A pariv ( imposed of the families of
Eight murders were committed in a
AT PITTSBURG FOR SHiKHNO A MAN IN A RESTAURANT.
be much less likely to hurt your children's morals
C. Walker, James Walker, Mrs. L. single
W.
Stops itching instantly.
week in the Cherokee nation. SAID HE WAS ON HIS WAV TO WASHINGTON TO KILL ROOSEVELT.
Cures M. Williams and W. F. Robinson ieft
than an 111 natured dad who does; for the chlldrea piles,
The Lndiau courts were lenient with
eczema, salt rheum, tetter.
will not be apt to admire the type of Christianity
for the bills to spend several davs In shooters, however, and in all their exTHOR.5.DAY-TTiLLAu- Ut
hives, herpes, scabies
Doan's Oint camp.
heard
which
been
from
not
They
have
the
latter
exhibits.
Fill
istence only fouiteen men were exment. At any d:ug store.
A Pleasure to All.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
since and presumably are laying in a ecuted.
4U West Railioad avenue.
Bell
is as pleasant and positive as
No
No
Pill
doubt
meat.
bear
supply
of
winter's
$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
phono black 205-2- .
Bill Cook and his gang accomplisAll home cooking
good, times
a
they
having
are
Early
These
Risers.
DeWltt's
Little
hed something that was beyond the InKre;-TICKET.
goods every day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Marble have fluence of the Fort Smith, Ark., Famous Little Pills are so mild and
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
which
trip,
bridal
returm-from
their
For a mild, easy action of the bowPAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
of Commerce. They forced effective that children, delicate ladies
through the principal cities Chamber
enjoy their cleansing els, a single dose of Doan's Regultts
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE exteuled
gone to the Fort Smith & Coffeyville railroad and weak people
have
1 fie
They
territory.
of
say
Is
they
enough. Treatment cures habltaJ
RAILROAD
114
WEST
to run a day train. Cook made the effect, while strong people
CHEAP.
housekeeping In the cottage Just com- night trips so dangvrous
AVENUE.
that a clwnge are the best liver pills sold. Sold by constipation; 25c a box. Ask your
by Mr. Marble on his claim east of
pleted
druggbjt
for them.
schedule became necessary. Cook all druggists.
.JUHDAY- - WHIT?
Stibcortbe fot The Evening Cltiien of town.
By the Editor
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FAREWELL

PERFORMANCE
BY. VAUDEVILLE TROUPE

Tomorrow nlsht the last attraction
of the season at the Casino will lie Riven by the vaudeville company, which
has been holding the boards at the
sunimtT theater for the past few
weeks. The performance Sunday
will be In the nature of a benefit
performance for the members of the
company and will In no 'way be a
"Traction company affair." The Casino has been domted to the vaudeville company lor the evening and the
members of the con pany wld receive
the entire receipts of the box office.
Miss Marian Whiting and her clever
company of artists will go out of their
way to make tomorrow night's performance the lieU that has been given
at tho Casino du'ir.q tl.e summer and
the program that is offeree' is certaineve-nin-

ly

attractive.

Amcug th'jpe who ni'l take part In
the bill tomorrow nigh, are the
Sisters; Nace, the contortionist;
the ever popular Hamilton Sisters In
their fong and dunce sketch; Richardson and little Miss Labyrd; Marian
Tracy Whiting, in her difficult impersonations; A. Whistler, Harry Gibbs
and the New Mexico quartette.
Indications a.-- that the Casino will
Le-nor- e

e

SILVER CITY HAS LIBRARY
AND READING

ROOM

The library, reading room and woman's exchange was opened at Silver
City, says the Independent, on October
2 for business, under the charge
of
Mesdames Fielder and Barnes, who
have rented and attractively fitted the
Shepard store building on Bullard
street. A public library association Is
to be established and these ladles have
been the recipients of a large number
of books donated by friends of the
reading room enterprise, and which
are held as a nucleus of the public
association when organized. In addition, those in cha.ge have purchased
a large number of books from the Tabard Inn library of Philadelphia and
have upon their table all the latest
magazines and periodicals. The present arrangement as to the reading
room Is that of a membership card,
costing 1 per month, and a charge ol
five cents per book taken out when
held for a period not exceeding ten
days. Receipts from these sources are
used In paying the expenses of the association and in the purchase of new
books. The membership
card entitles the holder to the privilege of
the reading room, and strangers Introduced by members are welcome
without charge.
Those not holding membership cards
may take out books by depositing the
price of the book, such amount to be
refunded, less the reading fee, on the
return of the book.
In the Woman's exchange department, lunches will ' be served and
wares of woman's make will be sold
on commission. Tea, coffee and chocolate will be served at noon and In
the evening, and homemade bread,
pies and cakes will be on hand for
sale or supplied by order.

Full'of Tragic Meaning
are theee lines from J. H. Simmons, of

Casey, la. Think what might have resulted from his terrible cough If foe
had not taken the medicine about
which he writes:
"I had a fearful
cough, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
would relieve It, until I took Dr
King's New Discovery for Consump
tlon, Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
lung diseases;
prevents grip and
pneumonia. At all druggists; guaranteed; COc and 1.00. Trial bottle
free.
o
Special display and sale of Men s
Winter Underwear. Largest line in
the city at the Golden Rule Dry Goods
company, see window display.

A

SAMUELS HAS A
WEALTH OF SCENERY

unique scheme for western theais being arranged by that veteran
showman, George Samuels. Mr. SamA

B. A. SLEYSTEl?
REAL

INSURANCE,
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

PU13UC.
Room 5, Cromwell lllock, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Mly

Smoke the White
JOE

Cigar.

0

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

12 W. Railroad Avenue.
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PIONEER BAKERY

Th os.

HOISTING

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR
Write ue your conditions and we can tupply your
on aoDllcatlon.
cial Hoist Cata-loau-

The

h. Kclchcr

PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
BRUSHES
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
Three hundred square feet two coats.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Eto
409 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE

I
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CATARRHAL

IO000
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X

X

CO.
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CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
602

J.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

Mgr.
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Both Phones

h

Marcus Hurley, world's champion bicycle rider and basket 1. 1! crack,
nas Mailed gridiron worn, at v.ouiniuu. n,. i simiwiiij! up strong a.s a punter and in- - is looked upon as a most important a Mil ion to th.. eleven. As Columbia has really never had a first class punter since Chaunccy Bishop's
time, it is very gratifving to ('apt. Thorpe to
a man with a.s much Uilt.
ural abi.ity as Hurley possesses.

;

j

LENSES

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with ns.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

BEBBER.

Its

OPTICAL CO.
Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Both

j

'Phones.

Day

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00:
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without naln.
Sue. All guaranteed.

!
17,

We give on our laundry work? Try It and see how durable It is.
Notice how long It keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.
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Strictly

Confidential.
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Rock Island System

0

0

0

0
0
0

Between

Standard and Toiir!.-i- t Sleepers.
Chair Cars aud Coaches.
WIDE

M

0

M
M

0

Dining

Cars

meals a la carte.

THROUGH

WITHOUl

0
0
0

CHANGE.

q'llckest and l st line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and t'ie I'ai itic Coast.
T!ie Khortest.
(lAUNICTT

0

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

0
S

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

v. n.

KING.
Con. Art.

stii.es,

0
0

Gen. Passenger Agt.

0

EL PASO, TEX A3.

0
WE FILL

have us onee, you'll
again.
Prices right;
thi ro alu't no gougln'.
You.

call

Ey the Albuquerque

0
0

Shippln

FREIGHTS

'j

0

0
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EllPaso and Southwestern System

0

Boit

Second St., Auto phone

5

0

City PJIarhet

M

Two Daily Trains Each Way
VIA

N. T. Armijo Building.

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
S. S. Pearlstlne.
H

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
0

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

or Night

y

HI KI.KV

WE GRIND OUR

TOTI A GRADI

h

,

M.

riRE
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

INSURANCE.

LIVEItY, SALE FEED AND TRANS- FER STAULL'S
Hornea and Mules bought and exchanged.
nEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

f,i

WEST RAILROAD

Secretary Mutual
Building
Assocla.
.
. . .
1 Mil
v.
Al
at. j. v. iaiariage s Luna
iioa. ismce
ber yard.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

-

Proprietors.

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

A. E. WALKER,

Meats, Bnller and Eggs
0
109 North Second St. t t
0

W--

and Cigar Dealers

ll-u-

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

LUANS

Only th0

1

,

G. B.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

S

V

X

X

RANKIN

l

.

X

John W. Abbott, Prop.

l

bm

X

266.
X X

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

Your 'Youthful

1

X

Wholesale

S. 2d St.

The Williams Drug Co.

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black

Retain

r.7of?iarsT

X

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER' AVENTTE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

X

office, 212

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louts A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jbs. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

A. W. HAY DEN

X

la

Lessons

at tne

and terms, apply

MELIN I & EAKIN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

(7)

the treatment of deafness which
often a result of catar.h, Hvoniel
acts almost immediately upon the
ami the hearing
membrane
- lovtd by all. If
t
begins to return ut once.
To be
th-- e
v,
nir.nri who Ik irditjpient to
Miss Meeks of Matte wan. N. Y..
r. ,MrJ of. Yt from
th. i:.k n
says: "Hyomei is truly wonderful. I
nMcty ha rc. gni4e4
tn.i i..
have used it but a short time and see
a dHrinetJ. in lh
wnat t.'.tiv fit-i- ";! to
a great change in my condition.
lv bearing of
w :v a huili
ndtiMii.
My
hearing is improving rapidly, and I
clall'co tus rf.titu ttm ti.e Hurrln of
)i rirure, wtriout whith
pl.)kicil
had no Idea
would improve So rap- beauty of iic wuu'.d Im ol l.t.le account
idiV ill KO short a t'.nttt
y v..,.u
' " ""
Nothing coutd
nioift rerrv'tt- iimm trutb
which was very cffenslvo to "naiii.i
mjself!
than tins; ii..lJLutl U juie i a aaturtl
ami oiners, has lost Its bad odor enplteiiomei.ori, .niton. iiueii by pain, to bm
tirely. I have spent a great deal of
sur, hut ii ?'
niinfJ $o mar
harmful fr iu
money with catarrh specialists, and
U upon tne human form
diviu lhi iuv 'Until utuial tunttion.
can truly say that six months of their
treatment i not eHal to one. month
of Hyomei."
J. 11. O'Klelly & Co., are selling Hyomei upon the usual plan of agreeing
1
io return the money if tho medicine
it wntii1 'm il profr management of
does not cure.
,,
:,,r
every fi
it fU'" and koltens
A complete outfit costs only $1, and
xt.ffhy enabling
the aUiuii it .il fins.
onsists of an inhalor that can be car-ri- i
h.itg that they
Ihein to 'U'M.n tl it
d in the vest pocket, a medicine
n.uH ur'- to. ,,'i frum t'n very fact it
facilitate tkrir
to normal propor
dropper, and a bottle of Hlomel.
tions after
.i.irt'i, ana it is obvious
that pun h nit t gtrAt lessened from
For All Kinrli n( Diloa
tint very re.e
To draw the fire out of n burn, heal a
t, il i hjml, it ii
It it a
cut without leaving a tear, or to cine
Vm in its ictulti, it it
potent, it is
I" :!, son s, tetter, eczema
and all
oo t Ixjttie it dnj
M"Uier's
'
ItJifc
skin and scalp diseases, use HeWltt's
tmp
ut pr
Our
rlu .tut
Wiwh Hazel .S.ilve. A specific for
Itw to all hiuiien.
!:u I, bleeding. Itching and protruding
Co.,
Crad.lcl Regulator
piles.
Stops the pain Instantly and
m
ATI AM TA. CA.
cures permanently. Get the genuine.
Sold by all druggists.

x

Expert Accountant

Practical BooliReeping
oooooooo

214 South Second Street.

412

COLORADO

0OtKC

Will give s aeries of Twenty

For particulars

x- -x

DENVER,

If sufficient Inducement offers

TJfyQ

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Beat on
Earth.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery

x x x x

Spe-

ROBERT DRO&S

& CO.

Groceries

x- -x

GASOLINE.

want.

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

oooooooooo

Staple and Fancy

x

&

162M639 Seventeenth Street,

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Ira
boden's Granite Flour.

DEAFNESS.

In

Hcndrie

Established in 1882

F. G. PRATT

MACHINERY

HAS BEEN OUR SPECIALTY FOR THIRTY YEARS

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WKDDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

n

Is

MAKCL'S

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

j

Specialists.

."'.V

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meata.
Steam Sausage Factory,
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

uels has organized a fine company of
New Yorw players and will send them
over a circuit of towns In the southwest in a number of productions
which have been successes In the eastern dramatic field. These wld be put
on exactly as the original plays were
produced, and forty sets of scenery
are now being built to fit the stages
OF DEMING TRUST EE
BASE BALL TERM ILLUSTRATED.
in the towns visited.
Mr. Samuels plans to give two plays
The following, from the Thursday
in each town, one a melodrama and
Issue of the Deming Headlight, gives
the other a comedy. The company
a pretty good Idea of conditions In
will tour the circuit every seven
Luna county's growing capital:
weeks, bringing new plays and new
At the regular meeting of the board
scenery each time, thereby giving the
of trustees of this village, held on
western theater goers an opportunity
Monday .last, the following proceedto see a great variety of dramatic proings were had:
ductions.
In the absence of Chairman Field,
The first presentations will be "A
Trustee Clark was chosen chairman
Deserted Uride," and "The Man From
pro
tern.
Mexico," on next Monday and TuesThe following accounts were alday nights at Elks theater.
lowed and warrants drawn therefor:
Deming Ice & Electric
company,
September street lights, $20.
CRESCENT LUMBER COMPANY
D. B. Stephens, sheriff, fees
and
feeding prisoners, $21.25.
ENTERS TOWN OF DEMiNG
Cooke Chapman, Justice fees for
village cases, $2.55.
The Crescent Lumber company, with
Salary accounts for September, $45.
headquarters in AlbuNew Mexico
Total, $S8.80.
querque, is branching out In a busiThe clerk was instructed to call the
ness way over this part of the United
"He Lacked Control.'
attention of the Deming Ice & Electric
States domain. Recently the firm has
Under the circumstances ,it ought company to the poor street lighting
established a branch at Silver City,
and on the first of this month closed to be an easy matter to pick the win- service dining the month of Septema deal with W. C. Wallis of this city ner in the world's championship ser- ber, and to notify them to live up to
for his lumber and hardware busi- ies. "Wte will win the series without the provisions of their contract.
A building permit was granted to J.
ness. Mr. Wallis reserves the-- real any doubt." savs John McGraw. of
estate and rents the yard and store Giants. "The Athletics can't lose: It's A. Mahoney to erect a corrugated iron
building to the new company, says the a cinch we will win," says Connie addition, 10x15 feet. In the rear of his
building on Gold avenue, known as
Mack, of Philadelphia.
Deming Graphic.
,
Palace drug store.
Mr. Wallis has been in business In
An unspeakable Turk lowered the theThe petition
of Ralph C. Ely for a
Deming for the past ten yeais, and American colors in a wrestling bout
is well known, both In the town and at London the other night, when Ah- franchise for the erection of an elec
power
plant In the village of Dem
surrounding country, as an active and med Madrali defeated Tom Jenkins at tric
ing, was laid over until Wednesday,
successful business man, dealing prin$500 a side and October 4. 1905, at 1:30 o'clock p. m.
for
cipally in lumber, coal, windmills, a purse of $750.
The petition of W. J. Clark, et al,
stoves and hardware. Many or Mr.
poor showing made by Yale In for a franchise for the erection of a
Wallis' patrons will regret to sever fheThepreliminary
skirmish indicates water worsk system In the village of
their long and pleasant relations with that extensive changes
will be made Deming was denied, all members behim, but found comfort in knowing
up
the line
of the eleven for the ing present and voting aye.
that he has not disposed of his realty, in
big
games
yet to comeK
The clerk was Instructed to corre
and that Deming Is still his home.
The need of big men for the line spond with W. N. Small, manager of
was shown in the game between Wis the El Paso foundry, with a view to
SOME TIMELY TOPICS
FROM TUCUMCARI TIMES consin and tne wapervine team. The securing balls and chains to use In
begun sklrniinsh-in- g woiklng the village prisoners on our
Rev. Armstrong left for Raton. He Badger coaches have
for beef.
streets.
had charge of - the Methodist pulpit
Columbia's first clash of the season
The reports of the treasurer and
for the past five- months and the memThe eleven clerk showing a balance of $1,603.77 in
bers and friends regret his depart- was a disappointment.
failed to show any real foot ball the village treasury on the 30th day
ure.
Warren Brlggs, accompanied by his strength. Fumbling characterized the of September, 1905, were read, re
sisters, Mrs. Stanley Lawson and Miss work of the Princeton Tigers. Harvard ceived and ordered filed.
The board then took a recess uniii
Kmma Brlggs, Jeft for a visit to their showed strength In aggressive tactics,
but the recruits proved proficient only Wednesday, October 4, 1905, at 1:30
old home In Kentucky.
Cornell put up a weak p. m., for the purpose of considering
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Saxon returned as tumblers.
from MeMurraln, Ark., where they defense. Carlisle Indians gave a fine unfinished business.
Wednesday's Meeting.
had been residing for the past few example of offensive playing, and at
The board was called to order by
months. Their many friends welcome fair exhibition of defensive work.
their return and hope they will decide West Point begins the season with a tne chairman pro tern. Attorney J.
promising lot of players.
Clark, and proceeded to consider the
to remain permanently.
Mavor Dunne hvb thnt na Inno oa petition of Ralph C. Ely for the erec
A new Sumpter switch board has
been installed in the telephone office the bouts are on the level the lid will tlon, maintalnanee and operation of
an I as a resul the service has been not be put on In Chicago. But fakers, an electric power system, and after a
much Improved. Mr. Herring Intends alleged pugilists and swindlers must, full discussion of the subject unani
to make other improvements on the he says, be barred. Faking ihas done mously passed ordinance No. 27,
more than all the performers to queer, granting to Ralph C. Ely, his associline.
Al. Butler, the popular trainman on the game, and this doesn't apply to! ates and assigns, a franchise for the
erection, etc., of an electric power
the Dawson, arrived and surprised the Chicago alone.
Mike (Twin) Sullivan has put in a system In the village of Deming.
boys with the presence of a "better
The board then passed a resolution
half." The boys were Informed of his claim for the lightweight title, on the
coming, however, and met No. 29 with strength of fighting Joe Gans to a, granting the Deming Real Estate and
Improvement company, its associates
the "five gallon oil can brigade" and draw.
Jack Jeffries Is anxious to meet Al and assigns, ninety days from date in
escorted the happy twain to their resiconqueror
Kaufman,
of Harry Foley, which to complete its water works
dence.
but. it is probable that Marvin Hart system in Deming.
will
given
be
AND
CLEANING CHIMNEYS
the first rhnnre that Id
if Hart can be coaxed outside the bor--j
STOVES.
Do You Want Strength?
Now Is the time to have your chim- ders of Kentucky long enough to fight. If yoh want to Increase your strength
Chicago Is ninninu- Itu Tinnna n
neys and stoves cleaned. All work
you must add to and not take from the
guaranteed, and at reasonable prices. forlorn belief that St. Louis and Wash- physical. In other words, the footi
ington
office.
may
U.
Address, A.
C, this
be able to clip a few points that you eat niuut be digested, assimoff the Athletlc's percentage.
ilated and appropriated by the neiyes,
See the window display of the Rio
What Chicago fans can't understand blood and tissues before being exGrande Woolen Mills at the Globe is what the Cubs want with
players pelled from the intestines. Kodol Dystore, then ask for those $3.50 walk- mm ini innaii nas turned loose.
spepsia Cure adds to tho physical. It
ing skirts.
The moving pictures show that Nel- gives strength to and builds up
son used his head In clinches with strength In the human system. It Is
Britt. Also they show that Brltt did pleasant to the taste and palatable,
not use his head In clinches or out of and the only fotxl combination of
them.
'
that will digest the food and
t
Captain Hurley,
of Harvard, was enable the system to appropriate all of
much more badly Injured than ap- Its health and strength-givinquail-ties- .
peared at first when he hurdled the
Sold by all druggists.
line in practice, the other day. Hurley landed on his head, and was
The Pantatorium.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
caught under a mass of players.
It Is expected that Britt and Nelson All clothes called for and delivered.
20C West Silver avenue.
will come to some serf rr nn
Auto phone
nient al.ont another fight when they 721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
meet in tiotnam this month. It is
hardly nrobablo Nelson
any of the pretenders before he gives'
DMii Huouier cnance.
1
The Iowa foot, ball eleven made a
fa:rly auspicious liejinnimr .,f .i...
sen.
Word com s from the hospital
th"' the three disabled players will be
1
al;!.- to report tirn'inliTv
.
J ....... ,
One Week's Use of Hyomei Did More
Than Six Months' Treatment
by

;

Wholesale Grocers

All

;

CURES

I

208

Meat Market

1

..'

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

THIRD STREET

COMING FOOT BALL STAR

J

CO.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

i

ters

&

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

American League.
It H
At Cleveland
Lovers of the national sport all over Cleveland
10
the country will be glad to know that iMroit
3
7
Dave Fultz. who was so badly injured
K
H
At St. Louis
in a collisslon with Norman Eberfeld St. Louis
6
9
during a game In New York, will not Chicago
2
7
be permanently crippled. He Is still In
H II
At Washington
the hospital, but slowly Improving.
9
Washington
1"
0
The Prince of Wales is to become a Philadelphia
patron of the "sport of kings." SevIt H
At Boston
3
7
eral race horses will cany hla colors Boston
1
G
next year. King Edward has long New York
been & patron of racing in England,
National League,
which sport Is looked uion with more
R II
At Pittsburg
favor by the clergy there than it is by
3
7
Pittsburg
the members of the cloth here.
7
'Chicago
lit
vigilant
Indiana sheriffs are so
that
R II
At New York
they won't even permit, prize fighting
5
9
In the woods.
When Kid Herbert of Philadelphia
4
14
York
Kansas City and Carl Anderson of New
R II
At Brooklyn
to fight
Hammond, Ind., attempted
"
Brooklyn
12
near Newport, lnd., the sheriff gather- Boston
3
4
ed them In with the 300 spectators.
Part of the crowd escaped by running
MINUTE OF MEETING
away.

be packed at this last performance,
of the company givand the meniht-ren a rousing send off. The sale of tickets at Matson's today was very large.
GEORGE

N. PEACH

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

i

PAGE SEVEN.

Transfer Men

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT
llt4'l,U'lMl,lHll','lVll'j'VSt,MIM

At Consistent Prices

RU1MM0

IS.
NEXT

-

TO

.

BANK.
,.

OF COMMERCE .

.,

203 W. Railroad Ave.

SUBSCRIBE TOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS
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Kee has been favorably Impressed MERCHANTS PIANO CONTEST
with New Mexico's climate and scenery, and eiperts to return next sumASSUMES LARGE PROPORTIONS V
0
mer to spend a number of weeks In
y.
the Capital fit
The merchants' piano voting contest 0
The funeral of little Sammy Akers, Is assuming large proportions.
The
the
son of M.s. Mary Akers, unlucky number of thirteen organizaof South iWnn l treet. was held from tions are at present engaged. The vottl.e Immaculate Conception church at ing closes December 9.
WEATHER INDICATIONS
314 WEST Ra!LPOADAVL
9:30 o'clock 'his morning. The little . The vote at 5 o'clock
iat night
sick for two weeks, stooj as follows:
fellow bad
Fair tonight and Sunday
from a complica- Masons
and death n il:-l
45,931
V
h t h f S All & to fit tion of kldnev 'roubles. The remains Knights of
a mw Vi il v
Columbus
32,181
Window, Is In tlio city, the guest. of were laid to ic-- t in Santa Barbara ladies' Guild of St. John's EpisMoral
cemetery.
offerings
Many
friends.
copal church
2,rr0
the c.n't. Mrs. Akers and University of New Mexico
l,5i9
6 Monilav, October !, is the day of adorned
sympathy
iiu
of
childien
ber
have
Jewish
stores
of
All
the
1'nlia.n
atom nient.
I,nu7
bund
many
in
bereavetheir
friends
sad
324
Christian church
will lie closed.
109
Lead Avenue Methodist church.
Mrs. Herbert Hoinero has returned ment.
thorn. The quality J
They are corking good Rhocs. Anybody ran
one
W.
149
C. Car ien'er.
of the well Fraternal Order of Eagles
home from a visit to the ranch of
141
known and i liich nt clerks at the Bank Coming Men of America
Felipe Hubbell, near Islela.
2 right there, and when It conns to 6!yle nnd fit, they are so conspicuof Commerce, today Received notice Albuquerque Business College..
105
A. H. McGaffey returned this morn
ous that It Is impossible to overlook them.
I &
Benevolent and Protective Order
Ina; from a business trip to Thoreau, that his brother, 1ouis Allen Carpen75
ter, was Joined in mairlage to Miss
Klks
of
We show the latest piodels In all the popular leathers, Dongola,
Horabin-McGaffecompany
where the
Maude F. Wales, the ceremony occur- Jewish Synagogue, Tempi Al-- J'
ha a large general store.
Yicl Kid, Tatent Kid and Patent Colt, with light, medium or heavy
40 0
ring on Wednesday, October 4, at. the
Ut'ix
Our fall lines are very complete. We have on sals a dozen
The Southwestern Brewery & Ice home of Rev. and Mrs. A. L.
6
St. Joseph's Sanitarium
nolea, lace or button, low or hUh heels.
company has begun to make room for
different
tylet In every weight light, medium and heavy
Kan.
The happy
at Newton.
t,
the building of a larse brick addition groom is a popular farmer of Kansas,
Harry Sonier Here.
Wools,
Lisles and Silks. We buy our Underwear In case
to Its plant in the north part of the and he and bride will be at home at
well
known
Harry
Sonier, the
$2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
Men's Dress Shoes
city
Sedgwick, Kan., at the residence of
ball pitcher, is In the city
Jots. This enables us not alone to always have complete lines
Myers,
11.
liveryman
Belon,
A.
II.
at
Wales, after October 8.
K
and will probably remain permanentl$1.85, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
Men's Heavy Shoes
of sizes, but also to make prices which are extremely low. Our
passed through the city this morning I Colonel R. K. Twltchell. the imslst. y. Harry, for several seasons, pitchVegas,
.
goes
lines are too numerous to enumerate here, but complete disleague,
and
where
$4.00
$3.00,
$3.50,
in
en route to Ias
he
the Interstate
Women's Dress Shoes ..$2.50,
ant New Mexico counsellor for the" ed ball
on business and pleasure. He was ac Santa Fe railroad, with headquarters later for Indianapolis in the American
plays are In our show windows and In the store. Prices range
Women's Heavy Shoes . . $1.65, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
companied by Mrs. By era,
Last season, during the
at Las Vega, is lu the territorial me- association.
games,
from
preliminary
unforHarry
was
0 Richard F. Heller, postmaster and tropolis on business, and will no doubt tunate in breaking his leg In a game
$1.00, $1.50, $1.85, $2.25
Shoes for Girls
merchant of Cabezon, was In the city liquidate the debt for lodging left be$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
today to meet his brother, Oeorge O hind by the Las Vega base ball club. with Kansas City. He was In excelShoes for Boy
Heller, of East St. Louis, 111., who ar rbefore returning to that town. The lent condition, pitching winning ball,
50,
was sorry to
.75, .85, $1.00
Babies' Shoes
rived from the cast last night.
colonel was sick with neuralgia dur- and Manager Watkins
lose him.
He pitched a few games
ing
Vegas,
Las
fair
recent
at
the
but
Judge
Ingalls,
Ellswort'n
United
Albuquerque Browns three 0
for
States attorney In Indian depredation that made no difference It is under- yearstheago and was returned an easy
stood
was
that
sucfair
a
great
the
claims in this territory, left last night
winner, at all times having his opponfor a visit to his old home In Atch cess.
0
ents
at his mercy.
gone
ison, Kan. He will be
Joseph Barnett this morning reseveral
GETTING BREAKFAST
weeks.
ceived information from his trainer.
The finest lunch, regularly SaturWith food preparations from F. P.
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Hinioleft last Ollie Frost, at Winfield, Kan., stating day night, is at the White Elephant. 0
Gft
night for Chicago, where she goes to that Hallina Morgan secured first Attend at about 9 to 9:30.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day enter a conservatory of music for the money in the
class, but that
o
right. This also holds good for all winter. It is rumored that Mrs. Himoe Stranger O. went wrong In the
Subscribe for Th ClUien and ge 0
0
pace and the best he could do the news.
other meals, as any article of food may mnke her permanent home in the
was to get fourth place. Mr. rTost
purchased at our store can be absoWindy City
lutely depended upon for genuine exHarvey Worthlngton Loomls, one of says that he will bring the St. Elmo
cellence. We thoroughly
test any the best known writers of Indian lore stables to this city and the hoises and
goods offered us, and retain in our in the United States, and the author
trainer should reach here about the
stock only those found good and of a large number of popular Indian middle of next week.
wholesome.
Elston E. Jones' former schoolmates
songs, was In the city between trains
last night while en route east from here at the University of New Mexico
and at the New Mexico School of
the coast.
1
1
Noa. 118 and 120, South Second St.
L. R. La Driere, of Grand Ranids. Mines at Socorro, will be pleased to
leam
has
that
presihe
been elected
Mich., will arrive here tonight.
The
gentleman is a brother of J. L. La dent of the junior class of the Missouri
School
of
Mines at Rolla, where he is
Driere, the well known architect, ana now
attending school for the third
he comes to this city for his health. year.
young man Is a son of Dr.
The
He will probably remain here during
and Mrs. F. A. Jones of this city. He
tne winter.
will finish at the Missouri state school
Ldward Holmes SlcUels, the blind next year.
,
musician, who will play at the concert
Julian Martin, a painter in the emat the LIks' ball room on Wednesday ploy
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano. But
C. A. Hudson, was the victim
Goods
Call
October 11, is one of the best pianists of a of
painful accident yesterday after- in the eonntrv. Tht T.aHln' niilM am
in
THE
riding along Rail- CHECKERING
arranging a good program and the "?.?? O Martin was
I
h Uln...t
rtrim
iu ac-house ought to be filled. Admission
.
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
ruijjuiiK lu pass in ironi oi a wagon,
will be hity cents.
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
his wheel slipped on the wet pavecould possess.
Michael Glen Cunniff, managing ed ment and he was thrown
violently to
itor of The World's Work, New York, the ground, directly In front of
the aps
city.
in
pleasant
a
the
He
was
CO.
proaching team. Beyond a few cuts
caller
The
office
mornat
Citizen
this
114 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
and bruises he was not seriously hurt.
ng, nnd will again call late this after
It la rumored that an effort will be
noon to secure some data from the
made to enjoin the city of Albuquerold timer" for a write up of Albu que
from standing the expense of the
querque and this section of New
Hose,
defense of Policeman William WagMexico.
ner, who was indicted by the grand
Belting,
Boilers,
The Silver City Enternrlse savs jury upon two counts
Miss Ida Bremen left last night for a deadly woapon and of assault with
Supplies. Write for Prices
with int'noenix wnere she will give a recital tent to kill, preferred assault
by one Romero,
She will also give a recital In Pres or uia Albuquerque. ( The
case will
cott, and probably In Albuquerque, come
up for trial some time during
and will then continue her Journey to the present term of court.
isew York, where she will spend the
winter in study of the pianoforte, un
A yVORD
0 DOVE SHOOTERS
der Eugene Haffley, the famous
11
II
teacner.
Mail
Filled.
United States fisheries car No. a. In
"It shall be unlawful to kill, trap,
South First Street J 401-4North Fir Strret
charge of Captain T. J. Pierce and snare, Injure or destroy any turtlecrew, left last night for the east. Stons dove within the territory of New Mexwin ue made at Laniy. to send a con ico, except that such birds may be
ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.
signment of fish to Santa Fe, Rio Ar killed with a gun only during the perriua ana iaos counties, and one at iod commencing with the 1st day of
Trinidad, to stock the streams of Col August and ending the 30th day of
N. M.
momo9omyom
e
orado in that vicinity, after which the September of each year."
car win proceed to the fish hatchery
The foregoing is an exact copy of
C
AFTER DINNER
the session laws of New Mexico govat iNeosno, mo.
Lunch A
The only Short Order
Dr. D. H. Cams. Dr. Kraft. Oeoree erning the shooting of doves, and local
Or
between
meals, any time, In
Room in thtCity. Fine Coffee
P. Hill and Forrest Parker will form sports who Insist on killing these
fact, one of our "La .Plata Eabirds
since the closing of the season
a specially. 2 6 S. Second St.
a hunting party which will leave the
gles" is a delightful smoke. They
The unsavory
city on Tuesday for the Gila country had better beware.
have a delicious flavor, and are
penalty
provided
for such violation is
for a three weeks' outing. They will
good clear through, from end to
THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
as
follows:
go as rar as Magdaiena bv tra n. nd
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
end. They please the most crit"A fine of not less than $30 nor f
mere iney win embark with ten sad
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
ical smoker. This la only one
BY NOVmore
than $100 or an imprisonment of
die ponies, two wagons and cooks and
EMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
of the many good things in our
MADE
PICCALILLI
HOME
not
less than thirty days nor more
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
nostiers. They will be Joined at Magstock of choice cigars. We menAND
than sixty days, or both."
0
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DItion a few others to show you
uaiena iy mree otner sportsmen.
SARATOGA CHIPS,
VIDE
our values:
THIS NOVEMBER
Colonel W. H. Greer. Dresldent of
RUSH
AT
your
On
way
home Saturday night,
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
0
tne late twenty-nrtannual territorial
ZEIGER'S CAFE.
into the Zeiger , Cafe, have a cold
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
Don Recardo, 2 for
fair, and I. B. Payne, one of the trust- - drop
25o
v .- -j
i
hnttlo
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
High
Life
ed employea of the fair, will lear the home happy
5o
ANNOUNCEMENT
1 WE WILL GIVE
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, &o
ity tonight for Engle. where tnnwiii
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
hunt for a few days. Plenty of doves
REPAIR SHOP.
New Tailor Shop.
II riieOIOftrr Tnfilirnrce
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT- and quails are on the Tornado del
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
I NUM
Stoves repaired and set up; furni- z 115 West RaUroa Ave. - 107 i.uth Je.ond St. M. OUaaAnUIT.
X
CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
Muerto, and these two hunters will n
up and crated for shipment.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
doubt return to the city with a sack has reopened a tailor ehop on North ture set Walton'g
drug store.
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
iuii. Air. ravne win tabs ainmr hio First street, where he is ready to Rear of
L. II. SHOEMAKER.
c'.ean, press and repair ladles' and
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
ne hunting setter.
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
The Santa Fe New Mexlenn aava- SARATOGA
COST.
CHIPS FRESH EV- WANT ADS IN THE CITIZEN BRING BEST RESULTS
MOON & KELEHER, MAKMrs. Mary B. McKea of St. LonU whA Patronage of former customers
ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
has been a guest of Miss Mattle Williams of Albuquerque,
for several
weeks, was In the citv tod a v. en rnntA
from the Duke Citv to iier nnnm via 6
0
ueuver. miss wiuiams accompanied
her to Santa F and returned to Al
buquerque this afternoon. Miss Mc- 0
Proprietors
WM. M'INTOSH.
CHAS. F. MYERS.
If you are looking for something exWhen bought right are a good investment. Our prices are right. We invltt
tra swell in ladles' footwear, we have
you to coil and examine the beautiful diamond good we are offering;
I
AVITOL.KSAL,13
also
Just received a Patent Kid Button shoo
WATCHES. JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.
with dull tops, extension soles, made
on the pew college last. They are
Mall order receive special attention.
perfect fitters and will give the proper
RAILROAD AVENUE.
finish to your new fail dress. Price
$4.
C. May's shoe
store, 314 West
Ilallroad avenue.
To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and Groat Western Heaters. The most complete Una In the city,
stroke. We carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wlss
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50c to $10 per Suit
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SIMON STERN

-

Railroad Avenue Clothier

e

free-for-a-

PLUMBING

F. F. TROTTER

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
GENUINE

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sampl9 Rooms

::?;

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

TIIK WIIITSON MUSIC

Sash, DoorS,

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,
Packing, Engines,
Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

Glass,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,

rf

Albuquerque,

WHITNEY COMPANY
M3-II5--

03
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E. J. POST

DIAMONDS

HARDWARE

A

Smart Clothes

tAl

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

QUICK

which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it Can you imagine
improvement to overcoats that could an
be
any more welcome to wearers than this?
Stein-Bloc- h

seciiX

$12.50

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

to

$30

119 West
Gold Avenue

I

vKTAIIj

MEAL RANGES.

Mf At.

G?U!CK

Collar,

Overcoats,

QUICK
QUICK

CO.

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

The
PROTEK

&

ML...

Mf At.

'

VJICK JHIA!.

WICK MI At

OUIOK

MtAL

0

Agent
tUICH MCI1C

0

aT

0

0

bUICK

No. 215

MIAt.

West Railroad Avenue

for

Winchester
Wind

Rifles and Shotguns, Wlachester Ammunition,
Colt's
and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Bugles add WagOL1 Eclipse
Mills. STARKETT'3 Machinist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

